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Students discuss the must haves for planning a
road trip worth remembering.

The campus'one precious commodity—goodlookmx I'll
ented, fun-loving guys — were offered to the highest bidder at a Safe Rides auction Monday.

Vie women's basketball team's freshman class is on pace
to set various records this year, but the Dukes are more
interested in achieving team goals.
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Education students receive more A's
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Instructional emphasis
may be cause, dean says
BY KELLY JASPER

news editor
Almost twice as many students in upper-level courses
receive A's in the College of
Education than JMU's average, which students and
administration
primarily
attribute to the unique nature
of education classes.
Almost 80 percent of the
grades given in 300- and 400level undergraduate classes in
the College of Education are
A's, compared to the JMU average of about 46 percent in all
undergraduate classes, according to the -20O3-'04 JMU
Statistical Summary.
Alvin Pettus, associate dean
of the College of Education,
said that, while he has not had
time to analyze the grades
S'ven by College of Education
culty or to determine education grades compared with the
grades fmm other colleges, he
was not entirely surprised by
the summary's results.
"One reason I am not surprised is that the instructional
emphases and the approaches
to assessment truly differ |in the
College of Education)," he said.
A 2-5 grade-point average, in
addition to passing the Praxis I
Test, is required for students to
be admitted to the teacher education program and to take most
courses, he said.
"The students must make
the (Praxis) cutoff score set by
the (Virginia) State Board of

Education to be admitted to
most of our programs and
courses," he said, and added
that the Board of Education
made sure Virginia's cutoff
score was among the highest in
the country to ensure quality.
Pettus also said the college's selection, screening and
retention processes are a possible cause of the high degree
of A's. He said that many
students don't take education courses until their junior year, and are provided
with "the option of pursuing another career path
before receiving low or
bdttM SMsM"
The other reason
Pettus identified as a
possible cause is
that the instructional and assessment
emphases may be
different.
"Most of the
courses in education are performance-based
and have fieldbased components," he
said. "In these courses, the
emphasis is on mentoring and
coaching students."
r-ftus said, while he did
not know if the differences in
distribution of grades shape
student opinion of the college,
"once students get admitted to
the College of Education programs and begin their learning experiences, most of them
havr very favorable impres-

sions of what
goes on in the courses, and
of the results that accrue from
the experiences."
Sophomore Courtney Frank,
an interdisciplinary liberal studies major, said although she was
not aware of the differences in
grade distribution, she also wasn't surprised, especially at the
difference between the College

of Education
and other collages, such
as the College of Science and
Mathmatics.
About .15 percent of the grades
in the College of Science and
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Voting that counts

Fresh faces^all aboard

Students could change politicians' views
BY LAUREN M< KAY

assistant news editor

About 3,000 prospective students and famMy members toured campus
Monday for the Prulsifs upon House Program. AH of the atudant* who
received aarly acceptance Into JMU war* Invited, and buaoa wars wad to
shuttle tham and thair famMea to and from parking lots and around campus.

_

Voters ages 18 to 24 have the
potential to "get the political parties
si change their views" if there was a
•agruficant rnrreaar in young votsl
turnout, political science professor
Bob Roberts said.
According to the U.S. Census
Bureau Web site, only 36.1 percent
of US. citizens between the ages of
18 and 24 cast a ballot in the
November 2000 presidential ek*ction out of the 50.7 percent registered voters in this age gnxip.
"The theory is that a huge
mi MM in young voters would
force politicians to change tlivir
positions on issues, and coulii lead
to a third party,'' Roberts said
In a survey conducted by the
US. Census Bureau, 20." percent of
registered non-voters said their IV.I

son lor not voting was because they
were loo busv oi bad conflicting
work or school schedules.
A lack oi Manet was 12.2 percent of non voter.' reason for not
voting, and 10.2 percent said they
were out of town.
"t ollege-agc students face the
dilemma oi living away from
home," Roberts said ll is a hassle
to get an absentee ballot or to register in a new ajas. These three factors
make il inconvenient to vote."
Many young voters do not
know how lo register to vote or
how to cast a ballot, which
impacts voter turnout
"1 was [at JMU] when I was 18
- during the 2000 presidential election — and I didn't vote." senior
Tom Deary said. "I know other people who got absentee ballots, but 1
see VOTE, page 5

SGA gives money to IV, Best Buddies programs
Intervarsity asks for new stereo equiptment, meets all requirements to receive funds
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

SGA reporter
The Student Government Association
passed two finance bills during its meeting Tuesday — one for Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship and one for Best
Buddies.
IV asked for about $880 to send four
of its executives to a leadership conference, and about 54,000 to buy new
sound equipment.
The SGA's main concern about giving
IV money for the sound system was
whether the group really needed the
item. One suggestion was that IV could
share sound equipment with Campus
Crusade for Christ.
Senior |oe Mills, who is in charge of
IV s sound equipment, said it would be
impossible to share with CRU because
both organizations are so large that
they need the equipment several times
a week. Both groups use different
equipment because they meet at differ-

ent areas on campus.
"If a group meets the requirements
[to receive the money] how can you say
no? It isn't right," said junior Matt Cray,
SGA finance chair. "How can you punish this group if they meet the requirements? It isn't their fault that others
have asked before them."
One requirement to receive funds
from SGA is that the group must have
done extensive fund raising. IV has been
involved in an AIDS walk, Take Back the
Night, and helped with Martin Luther
King Jr. Day celebrations.
IV also earned money through fund raising activities such as letter-writing
campaigns, T-shirt sales, car washes and
concessions. Several churches also have
donated sound equipment to the group
in the past.
JMU Best Buddies, an organization
that helps people in the community
with intellectual disabilities, asked for
ser SGA,pageS
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SGA passed two finance Mils In Its meeting Tuesday — one to give IV
new stereo equiptment and the other for supplies for JMU Best Buddies.
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Facilities Management
spends yearly about $1.5 to
$1.6 million on landscaping.

Spring
prep no
easy job
BY MIMI Lll
nmtributing writer

Despite pnvflow Mb
nu. lenvent weather, Facilities
Management workers in the
l.nulstape department continue
to clear up remaining snow on
campus and make preparations
for the spring
"For landscape™, they really
get a lot of pressure here," said
John Ventura, assistant director
of operations. "Tney're here at
night working and pitting snow
from roadtand sidewalks. They
play a major Poll in wlullier the
school is open or not "
Tne landscape department is
dividinl into three sections with
different functions; turf, horticulwre/floricultun.' and athletics.
Turf involves the us,- of
heavy equipment that is needed
to perform jobs such as mowing
and planting. Horticultun
culture deals with the care of
Elants and flowers. Finally, athtks is responsible for preserving the fields that sports teams
use for practices and games.
About 45 employees make
up the whole department of
landscape, of which each person
is crucial in maintaining the
see LAND, page 5
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Positions available include: news editor, style editor Uvus

Alph.i Phi Sorority i* hotting Hi ■rauia! A-PhtaKOOfi the
COaunOM Fhwi 10a m. to *> p.m. The Alph.i I'hi Foundation
works \>Mii\ to raise Fundi ol awarcneM t»«r mrdiaccare,

OPINION
House editorial

7

with thai year's proceeds benefiting thf Cardiac Cm? Unit of

Breeze reader's view

7

Roddngham Memorial Hospital. Mop by the group's table to

Darts & pats

7

learn more aboul heart health ami to Mipporl "Heart Throb."

House cartoon

7

Campus spotlight

8

LEISURE
Comics

9

Crossword

10

Horoscopes

10

police log reporter

Today is the deadline for applications to be a Breeze editor.
nlitor, sports editor, copy editor, photo editor, graprm s edi

An unknown subject threw a fist-

tor, online editor and art director. All positions are paid Send

size chunk of concrete through the

a cover letter, resume and five samples of work to: Alison

lower portion of the front main

Fargo, editor in chief, T7if Breeze, AnthonySccger Hall.

glass door of the Parking Services
office Feb 15 at 4:51 a.m.

Saturday, Feb. 21
Friday, Feb. 20

The Equestrian Gub's Intercollegiate Horse Show is at Oak

The Shenandoah Regional StudiM Seminar is having Tom

Manor Farms in Weyere Cave from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Come

( hfbtufld «>t iln Center for Rt'p«'n.il Communities on

out and support the JMU Fquestrian Club. For more

In other mailers, campus police
report the following:

"Community Security .ind Region.il CooperatkNI in the

information or if vou arc interested in joining the club, visit

Harassing e-mail

Shtnandoari vMltjr1 m |txtajori Mall, room 107. at 3:35 p.m.
Admission is (roe.

orgs.jmu.edu/equestrian.

A JMU student received numerous harassing e-mails between
Feb. 10 and Feb

Sunday, Fab. 22
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Road trips

11

DAM

n •. I m.il I \ enl 0 ill bt lukl at UREC (rom 7 p.m.

The Canterbury Club is having its Holy Eucharist Service at

1 ri.l.n In J ,i ni Saturday Ihrre will be tnv food, ..isino

STYLE

due to the result of a conflict

5 p.m. with a home-cooked dinner following the service. All

gamtt, perrormancea in .i capeOa group* and 12 hours of

15 in Blue

Ridge Hall from a former student

are welcome. The Canterbury house' is on Main Street

mayhem. It will be S3 per hour or 125 for the whole night. All

Property Damage

Sate Rides auction

13

Slightly Something

13

UPB hand stamps to begin

13

Reel reflections:
"50 First Dates"

13

broken along with the wind-

"The Skriker" review

14

shield Feb. 17 between 1:45

Flimmakers part 3

14

between the Zirkle House and Buffalo Wild Wings.

proceed- u ill go to St ]ude Children s ITlllieilll Hospital. For

A JMU student's vehicle in R1

more inlorm.ili.in Contact I rin Walker at mObrlr/.

Lot had the driver side front and
rear passenger door windows

Noteworthy
Bucklast Superbee

14

All things literary

14

and 2:32 a.m.

£5

mitring events to the
D.Ms

I aurenal mckaylm two days prior to the laauriiati
to be published. Please trv to limn :!

Events Calendar:

Grand Larceny
A JMU student reported that an
unknown person removed a

SPORTS
Women's basketball
On the sidelines

FUN FACT

Every time a ton of steel
is recycled. It means
2,500 pounds

commons Wednesday.
The money will go to
the Cardiac Care Unit
at Rocklngham

Today

of iron ore,

High 54 Low 32

Friday

Sunday

Partly Cloudy

Parity Cloudy

55/37

48/29

Saturday

Monday

. I -1 nf |

Partly Cloudy

56/32

46726

CONTACT INFORMATION

MARKET WATCH
Aaolctoae on Wednesday Fato 18.2004
DOW JONES

AMEX

-15.19

-9.72

close 3017.35

dose: 1245.94

NASDAQ

SAP 500

-5.45

-6.20

close 2074.90

dose: 1150 79

MISSION

Mailed addMM
TheS/M/e
Gt A'itio-1, DHIiSI M i
MSCM05
Jamei Matlson u-i wall
Hermonourg. Virginia 22807
Phone: 1540) 568*127 Fax: (540) 568*736
E-Mail address: iha_ braazaQjmu eau
Breeze Net: hrlp %w» thebreete org
Bookkeeper
Susan Shrfllett

Sfunandoah,
WLhnun
Qiea(tka

Section phone numbers
Slyte «8-31S1
■Jews x8-68M
xS-8041
CM <..'.. m .- -H4i
Sports xM?09
PnotVGraphics x8-6749

Receptionist
•<."•'•- MoCtsMns}

Publication Coordinator
Ton Mehang

Leonard W Aamodl. MD. FACOG
i \ .in v Pannes,

MD.

JAC card and keys from UREC
Feb. 16 between 10:30 and
11:30 p.m.

Number of drunk in public

Donna L. Schminkey, CNM. MPM

Major Credit

Office (540)438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
v. ww.su lic.net

The Breeze office weekdays between

Assistant Ads
Manager
Matt Lastner

Bnana Mills

6 am. and 5pm

Ad Designers
Beverly Kitchens
UsaManetta
Joan Massaro
James Matarese
Jaw Woodward

Ad Executives:
Knsten Egan
Steve [>Dherty
Ryan Pagan
Elizabeth Mamner
Jonathan Rojas

■ Cost $3 00 tor the hr* 10 words. $2
for each additional 10 words; boxed
classified. $10 per ootumn inch.
■ Deadlines noon Friday tor Monday
issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday esue.
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance .
m The Breeze office.

F.

KEEFER
The Thomas Harrison House

FREE
.CONSULTATION

30 W Bruce Street
Harrisonburg. VA 22801
www.kccfercard.com

540.433.6906

FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS
The Christian Science Monitor

JAMES MCHONE

An independent, unbiased international daily newspaper
with worldwide readership
Founded in 1908 "To injure no man, but to bless all mankind"
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - 50 correspondents in 9 countries providing concise
analysis of world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas,
arts/leisure, science/technology, and MORE! A great research tool.

^ antique

jewelry

"rV/fcnt jMll Buys its engagement rings."
75 Court Square, 9iarrison6urg
(!XtKt to -BanklOf America)
433-1833

Ask about fhe "treeless" version at fhe JMU Library
or visit fheir award winning websife: www.csmonitor.com

Quiznos

^- Hours: wl-F 7am-8pm
SAT 7am 7pm
SUN 10am-5pm
--

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Come to

Classifieds
Manager

rkeefer(« keefercard.coin

119 University Blvd.. Suite B

Cards Accepted

ADVERTISING STAFF

Ann M. Schaeffer. CNM. MED

llarrtsonburg. VA 22801-3753

charges since Aug. 25: 63

The Law Office of Robert F. Keefer, Esq.. P.L.C.

Barbara M Ktrkland, CNM. MS

Insurance and

Petty Larceny

Ada Manager
Lauren Kinelski

ROBERT

FACOG

Martha A. Jones. CNM. MS

fiueoeeaueiaJ Can with a Personal Touch

Annual Gyn Exam
Birth Control
Colposcopy
Breast Exams

The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper
of James Madison
University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting
•iews involving the
campus and local
community T7>e
Breeze strives to be
impartial and fair in Its
reporting and firmly
believes in Us First
Amendment nghts

contained ATM cards, money, a
driver's license and keys

larceny of a purse containing a

the Earth.

Tha Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Harnsonbura community.
Comments (raj comiil.wilr, should !»■ aiHr.-.su.l to DTM Maori editor

UREC Feb. 16 between 9:30

A JMU student reported the

1,000 pounds of coal,
and 40 pounds ol
limestone will not
have to be mined from

Memorial Hospital
Students can make
donations all week.

Mostly Sunny

of the Day

and 10:30 p.m. The purse

An Alpha Phi member
collects money for the
sorority's "A-Phlasco"
fund raiser on the

WEATHER

|

purse from a cubby hole in

KRISTY Nl(OUCH/
pholo editor

Wrestling struggles

Where JMU goes for Subs

8

600 University Blvd.

^> Cinnamon
Bear
^
;
x
U^~UM.
,

GoWireless

Breakfast ALL DAY!
Breakfast Burrtto

$3.29

egg, ham, Cheddar chute, tomato, I onions

Breakfast in a Wrap of Kaiser Roll

$3.59

eggs, bacon. Cheddar cheese, avocadoi. tomatoi, & mayo

Veggie Wrap

$3.19

eggs. Cheddar cheese, spinach.green peppers, red onions, veggie cream
cheese l> thai sauce

Egg & Cheddar Cheese on a Bagel or Croissant.

$2.29

i Free Reg. Soda

$3.19
$ .65

, with purchase of any sandwich

SI.39

|

add bacon or sausage $2.99

Taylor Ham, Egg & Cheese on a Bagel
Bagels
Low Fat craam cheese Regular. Strawberry, t Veggie

With this coupon, Exp.

2/27/04

One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with
any other offer.
—

_

_

_

_

_

JAC CARDS ACCEPTED
Beside Harrisonbun
^s'd^Hamsonburg^Crossing.
540-432-1302 j
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NEWS

Despite some of their lyrics and
controversy, popular singers
perform for troops overseas.
SMftofyMw

~|
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Climbing competition
to be •tun, laid-back'
The sixth Annual Reach
Out Climb Event will take
place Saturday Feb. 21.
It will take place from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
University
Recreation
Center climbing wall.
It costs $20 to register and
will help benefit the Jared
Neville Foundation.
This event "is a fun, laidback, climbing competition
that will include climbing and
bouldering" along with
"giveaways, food, and a great
time will be had by all,"
according to a Current
Students press release.

'Real World' speakers
move to larger room
"Real World: Paris'
speakers Ace and Mallory
have been moved to the
College Grand Center
Ballroom due to the popular demand for tickets.
There now are 600
additional tickets available for $2 each.
The program will take
place at 7:30 p.m. Monday,
Feb. 23.
Tickets can be purchased at Warren Hall Box
Office from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
"Ace and Mallory will
speak to students about their
experiences on the Music
Television show, conflict resolution and their off-camera
lives," according to a Feb. 17
press release.
For more information
contact senior Brian Nido
at nidobj.

Mediation workshop to
teach strategies, skills

JACOB BOURNAZIAN

Energy Information Administration economist

Women,
men vote in
first free
election
BY ANTHONY SHADID

The Washington Post
The banner outside dacauad
the occasion — thr fbM ircv
elections in this hardscrabblc
southern town, batteivd by former President Saddam Hussein
and neglected in the disarray
that followed.
Campaign posters of men in
turbans, suits and street dottm
crowded for space ■long the
wall of the polling station, peering at the gtfbffiHg crowds.
Inside was Tobin Bradley, a 29year-old American Irving to
pull off the vote and. in the
process, possibly reshape hao/a
pettDn,
"Ask them if they read and
write," Bradley called out in
Arabic to volunteers ,in,l st.ilt.
He positioned police to keep
order. "One officer goes here,"
he said. "One goes then1." To a
handful of carattdatai gathered at the door, he lifted up a
ballot box, painted while You
can see the boxes are empty."
He caught his breath, nil led up
his sleeves, then called out,
"Yalla, let's go.
"We'll see how it works
out," Bradley said, .is voters
surged through the doco. It S
always figure it out as wc go."
With a knack for hnptCA is.i
tion and little help from
Baghdad, Bradley — the political adviser for the Coalition
Provisional
Authority
in
Nasiriyah — has carted out
what may stand as one of the
most ambitious democratic

ANDREA BRIO- WOODAU/TV WuMiiim Pim
Ballot boxes In Chebayleh are opened In front of Judge* and candidates. This was the first election of Its kind.
expenments m baq'l history .i
project that goes to the heart of
the debate about how Iraq's
next government should be
chosen. In the province of Dhi
Oar, about 230 miles southeast
of Baghdad and a backwater
even by Iraq's st.uul.mfs. residents voting as families will
h.iv'r elix-tcd city councils in 16
of the 20 most populous , mes
by next month. Bradley will
have organized 11 — more than
lull of them — this month.
Al every him, the elections

have set precedents, some of
them unanticipated. Voters typical I y have elected professionals
rather than tribal or religious
leaders, although the piuoBBS has
energized Islamic parties.
Activists have gone door to door
to organize women, who turned
out in their largest numbers this
past week in some of Iraq's most
conservative towns. Most important is the way residents qualify
to cast hallots — cards issued by
Saddam's government to distribute nKwithiy rations.

In the debate over the U.S.ad ministered transfer of power
to an Iraqi government, those
cards have emerged as a crux of
the dispute. U.S. authorities
have resisted elections for
choosing the next government,
fearing that — in the absence of
up-to-date voter rolls — logistical challenges and the potential
for fraud could not be
addressed before June 30, the
date of the scheduled handover. But, Iraq's most influential religious leader, Ayatollah

Ali Sistani, has suggested that
ration cards could substitute for
voter rolls.
While making clear they an'
not endorsing the idea for all of
Iraq, officials say the ration-card
system works strikingly well in
this province, Iraq's fourthlargest. "In principle, we here are
quite in favor of it, and people
like it," said John Bourne, the
British coordinator in the
province. "The question is, will
set IRAQ, page 4

Gas prices expected to continue
rising through spring, summer
BY DAN THANH DANG

The Baltimore Sun

miwsmm
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Appeals court uphold
'do-not-cair list

Country singer Darryl Woriey, shown at his Pentagon performance last year, preforms for soldiers.

WASHINGTON, D.C, (The

Singers entertain
soldiers overseas

appeals
court
Tuesday
endorsed the government's
"do-not-call" list, rejecting
telcmarketers' claims that the
popular program \ UII.IUN
their free speech rights.
"Wc hold that the donot-call registry is a valid
commercial speech regulation," wrote a three-judge
panel of the U.S. 10th
Circuit Court of Appeals in
Denver, overturning a
lower court ruling that the
list was unconstitutional.
The decision cleared the
way for the government
more aggressively to enforce
the registry, which includes 56
million phone numbers that
are off-limits to telemarketers
The registry's legality was
questioned by two lower
court judges last fall. But, it
was allowed to take effect
during the appeals process, as
people signed up by the millions. In a nod to the popular
interest, the nation's largest
direct marketing group told
its 5,000 members not to call
numbers on the list, regardless of its legal fate.

"I don't see any way prices are going to go back
down to $1.45 a gallon any time soon."

Iraqi elections find some success

HARRISONBURC
—
There will be a Multiparty
Mediation workshop Feb.
19 and 20 from 8:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m.
This will be presented by
the Community Mediation
Center and will cover "specialized issues, strategies and
skills essential for multiparty
mediation and facilitation
practices," according to a Jan.
20 press release.
This will be beneficial to
workplace groups, churches
and other organizations.
The costs for this event is
$250, which will include the
cost of all materials.
For more information, call
the Community Mediation
Center at 434-0059 or 1-800653-0019.
The Community Mediation
Center is a nonprofit organization and a United Way Agency.

Los Angeles Times) — A federal
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BY BOH

THOMPSON

The Washington Pest
"They asked me." Henry
Rollins is saying. "1 never
would have come up with
that on my own."
Rollins, the fanner punk
rocker turned Bl.uk Flag
front man turned ind
ble pop culture multi-taSKSt
is on the phone from
Columbus, Ohio. He's
explaining how he CUM to
be flown into Kvrgv/stan.
Afghanistan and Qatar last
December to boost tinmorale of American boon,
just as Bob Horn' used to do

The

Untied

Service

Organization folks had
tailed li
Rollins
said, "and I said 'You hettei
OH them hack and let them
know what they'd be getting.'" The response was,
"No, no, we've seen him,
we're fans."
Many things about the

USO still are
firmly
anchored in the Bt»b Hope
tradition. Recent tours have
featured puch old fashioned
morale-boosters as country
--tars Diana Carter and
Maria Haggard, the hardfVOridng chairman of USO's
Celebrity Circle, Wayne
Newton, and the even hard
er-working Dallas Cowbovs
cheerleaders, who do more
USO tours than |iist ibou)
anybody aba
But, the mix alto has
included actor and COfflk
lorn t Iffi 11 one ofl whose

favorite Musk Television
stunts Involved painting
what he describee as ■
pornographic lesbian sex
on his peisstta car,
then waiting KM them to
discover it It has featured

rap-rocker kid Rock, whose
crude, flag-draped Super
Bowl performance last
sir MUSIC, pane 4

For motorists concerned
about rising gasoline prices —
it is going k) get worse.
(lasom prices nationwide
liave lumped about 17 cents
since mid-December, forcing
many people to consolidate
trips, switch to lower-grade
fuels, car pcx>l or simply pay
more to drive.
The average price for regular, unleaded gasoline is hovering around $1.65 a gallon
nationally, industry experts
don't expect those numbers to
drop anytime soon.
"I think that prices are going
to be at a atord high this summer, said Phil Flynn, vice president and market analyst at
Alaron Trading Corp. in
Chicago. "We amid be heading
tor ,i disaster. I wish I could be
more optimistic.
With crude oil prices trading in the mid-$30-a barrel
range compounded by a cold
winter, low supply inventories
and i recant decision by the
Organization of the Petroleum
I sporting Countries to cut production this spring, gasoline
prices amid hit $2 a gallon by
the summer travel season,
experts said
Mark Hough already is feeling the pinch.
Hough is chief executive
of Tough Construction LLC,
and he and his employees
haul drywall and other
materials to residential and
commercial
construction
sites
throughout
the
Baltimore region. It took
$42 to fill up the 26-gallon
lank in Hough's Chevy
'iherado one day this
week. Each month, he
shells out at least $126 to
fuel up his truck.
"What can you do?"'
Hough, 43, said Tuesday. He
started •taring supplies near
his Baltimore home to cut
down on the number of road
trips he nukes to buy material.
"My taxes go up every

year; my gas goes up every
year; something always goes
up every year," he said.
"Every time 1 turn around,
it's something else. I try to
pass it on to customers, but I
don't want to lose customers. It hurts everyone."
The Lundberg Survey, an
independent
market
researcher in California,
predicted last month that
retail gasoline prices will
range between $1.71 and
$1.96 per gallon by April.
The
U.S.
Energy
Information Administration
said Tuesday that it expects
prices to rise gradually.

44

I think that prices are
going to be at a record
high this summer.
-Phil Flynn
ike president and
id marta
market analyst
analvsi al
ai
Alaron Trading Corp

6

9?
"I don't think there's going
to be any spiking of prices,"
said EIA economist Jacob
Bournazian, providing what
might amount to the only comfort for consumers. "Gasoline
prices will probably rise very
gently this month. It's still too
premature to say what they'll
be by summer. A number of
factors will determine that, but
it's safe to say I don't see any
way prices are going to go back
down to $1 45 a gallon any time
soon. We haven't seen prices
like that in more than a year."
Gasoline prices usually
dip this time of year as
refineries begin switching
from heating oil production
to gasoline production to
prepare for the summer
driving season, experts said.
But, a cold winter kept many
refineries working to keep

up with heating demands.
Other issues also have helped
keep gasoline prices high.
Retailers have been struggling with higher wholesale
prices, the federal agency
said. Wholesale prices rose
about
20
cents
from
Thanksgiving to New Year's
Consumers now are dealing
with a direct pass-through of
that increase.
Also, crude oil Inventories
this month arc at their lowest
since 1974. At just below 270
million barrels, they're at the
minimal operating level
required by the Department
of Energy.
"As long as then' aren't any
problems, we're fine," said
Flynn, the Chicago analyst
"It's sort of like driving to vour
grocery store when you're running on empty. You might
make it, you might not That's
how we're running our
nation's crude oil inventory
k-vel right now."
That
situation
could
become worse if Organization
of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries follows through
with its decision to reduce
Creduction by one million
arrelsa day in April.
Although OPEC could
reverse that action when it
meets next month, the
international organization
said it also could decide to
cut production again in
May if supply curbs in
April were not enough to
keep prices between $22
and $28 a barrel.
"It's going to keep prices
at fairly high levels." said
Doug Ober, chairman and
chief executive officer of
Petroleum & Resources
Corp. "But, I don't see it
getting much worse. We can
probably run satisfactorily
as long as there aren't any
glitches. We could see a
spike, but how high that
could be, we don't know. If
OPEC decides to further
curb production, then all
bets are off "
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IRAQ: Elections begin
IRAQ, from page 3

it work on a larger scale here,
and the next question is, will it
work elsewhere?"
So far. Bourne has not
advocated widening the
voting experiment to the
entire province.
It ivr jump into it now,
there would be a big splash,"
he Mid
Bndns '°°, stopped short
of endorsing the system for the
rest of the country. But in Dhi
Qar pmvince, which overwhelmingly is Shiite Muslim, it
has proved the surest way to
ensure the councils that run the
towns are viewed as legitimate
— unlike many US-appointed
councils elsewhere in Iraq.
"I think we need to trust
Iraqis a little bit," Bradley said.
"If it works here, what does
that say? It's worked in one city,
it's worked in 11 cities, it could
work in more. But, we're taking
it one city at a time."
Uith iboutl month of planning — at a cost of about $600
each — Bradley organized
back-to-back elections this past

week in Chebayish and Fuhud,
towns of dirt roads, stagnant
puddles and cinder block huts
that border the resurrected
marshes Saddam sought to
drain in the lWOs. Banners in
Fuhud that called voting "a
moral, religious and national
duty" competed with Saddamcr.i slogans still painted on
walls of the one-story girls'
school. "Down with the Jeu■-.'
one intoned.
Hundreds lined up outside
the school, carrying the sometimes smudged, creased or
torn ration cards issued to
their families, plus one other
form of identification. In this
election, each family was
allowed two votes — one for a
man, one for a woman. Ration
cards were marked with two
stamps, and voters then sat at
battered school desks, choosing between five and 10 names
from a list of 44 candid.it,-.
"One at a time, one at a
time: organization is beauti
ful," shouted one of the judges
running the voting, Kami I
Rashad Fleih.

Cultural, chickenhead commentary

In each election, Bradley has
Marted with .1 preparation committee of unaffiliated residents.
Beginning ,i month before the
vote, Bradley and residents
come up with conditions for
candidates — minimum age. no
Baath Party affiliation and an

often conftentioua education
requirement. Judges fn>m outside nin the voting, and lately,
nongovernmental organizations
have played a growing n»lc.
The hard-to-forge ration
cards — a slip of computer-generated paper — identify the head
of the household. Whik' some
have contended the former government abused the ^vstem,
Bradlry said he believes s*> percent of families in the province
have ration cards.
Voters with the cards then
prove they belong to the family.
In the early elections, Iraq's
patriarchal society meant only
men voted, so Bradley changed
the rules to give two votes to
each family - a red stamp for
women, a blue -.tamp for men
"It's not a perfect system
he acknowledged.

INI M WAZOOWSKA/Htfjiaumiiylb
Joan Morgan spoke Tuesday on her book "When Chlckenheads Come Home to
Roost, which It used In colleges across the United States. This book Is a comentary on America. Morgan Is an award-winning Journalist, author and a cultural critic.

MUSIC: Tour shows appreciation
MUSIC, from page 3

people associate with the USO brand.
month drew angry fire. And the USOsent chills
Last June, Hanson went on what he calls "the
through at least some parts of the American mother of all USO tours."
body politic in December by deploying Al
Tours come in all -.i/,^, but an average one
I r.inken, best-selling author of "lies and the might invoke 20 people, entertainers and supI .ying Liars Who Tell Them: A Fair and Balanced port personnel included This one had closer to
I ook at the Right," to Iraq
200, which aUowad organizers »• peel ofl smallAccording to John Hanson, USO senior vice er gmups and send them to different locations
ptssidant the organization is "politically agnostic. around the country.
"We don't have any tnxips in the culture war,"
Big shows had been scheduled in Kuwait and
he said. The point is to bridge the gap between the Qatar, but there weren't supposed to be perfmnt lines and home, in part by making sure "the formances in Iraq itself, which was considered
men and women who are defending us are getting too dicey. The plan was to shake a lot of hands
the entertainment they want"
and show the treups they were appreciated.
And if that means Rollins. Green, Kid Rock
But, we should know by now what happens
and Franken — well, bring em on
to the best laid wartime plans.
The USC) was founded in 1M-11 at the
"When we flew into Baghdad, we came into
request of President Franklin D. ROOM I . t
this big garage-type thing." said rapper K lYnphrt
It is funded by private donations, though it of Nappy Roots, and thousands of cheering loV
works closely with the Pentagon and relies diers "spread apart like the Red Sea" to let the USO
on the military for logistical support. contingent pass thniugh. There was a small stage
I Ighty percent of its efforts involve such set up with a drum set and a microphone "I got the
unglamorous activities as maintaining USO mic," Prophet said, "and I said, 'You want to hear
,enters where soldiers can relax and find a Kid Rock? Make a whole lot of noise'"'
little bit of home. Only 20 percent involve
Noise was made The performers improvised
celebrity entertainment, though Hanson a show. "It was like we was water, and we
s.ivs the stars are "110 percent" of what quenched their thirst," Prophet recalls, still awed.
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ICECREAM

Spring Opening
Flavor of the Week:

Governor's Fellows Program

Chocolate Peanut Butter

Program Goals

&»%. ACCEPTING FLEX!

The historic and prestigious Virginia Governor's Fellows Program offers a
select group of outstanding and highly motivated individuals the opportunity
to expenence firsthand the administration of state government in the
Commonwealth. Established in 1982, the Governor's Fellows Program brings
exceptional students with creative ideas to state government - an
experience that often leads to careers in public service.

Eligibility Requirements
Qualified applicants must be graduating college seniors or enrolled as degree
candidates in a graduate or professional school. Applicants must be enrolled
in a Virginia college or university or must be a Virginia resident if enrolled in
an out-of-state institution. They must also have a demonstrated commitment
to excellence in academics, proven leadership ability, and involvement in
extracurricular activities and community service. The selection of Fellows
will be baaed solely on merit, without regard to race, sex, national origin
religion, age, disability, or political affiliation.

Downfown: 433-3917

Length of Program

HARRISONBURG'S BEST NIGHT SPOT

PUB
Now under new management

Fellows will be required to work full-time in Virginia state government. The
2004 Governors Fellows Program will begin Monday, June 7 2004 and
continue through Friday, July 30, 2004.

Assignments
Participants are placed in different positions in the Governor's Office and in
various agencies throughout the Executive Branch. The program attempts to
match Fellows with compatible assignments according to background
interests, and future goals.

Funding

SFAIN DAYS, SFAIN WAYS TO RWI FUN:

Specials Daily
New Menu

Fnday (2 20} "'v
Sunday -3:: f

Now accepting Flex for your eating pleasures!
Check out our new look "Harrisonburg's
Home for Live Music!" Get in Here!
432.0610

www.DoThePub.com

State funds are not allocated for the Governor's Fellows Program However
in previous years, colleges and universities have distributed stipends to the
Fellows selected from their institutions. Institutions are urged to make
summer grants available. Applicants who will require financial assistance in
order to participate in the program should discuss this matter with school
officials before applying.
Senior Vice President for Student Affairs and University Banning 568-3685
Application

^^fl ^L

The deadline for applying for the SummerJtoiM Fellows Program is
5 p.m. February 27, 2004.
For application and additional information, pleaae M
http://www.governor v i rgi n psJWii Ing.Vlrginia/FeUow.ProJr.m h...',"
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VOTE: Young ages have power SGA: PC Dukes
VOTE, from page 1

didn't know how."
Deary wasn't sure if he
would vote in the upcoming
election
Sophomore Lindsey (ones
said she would vote in the
November election.
Junior Charity Gaston's
parents live in Idaho, but she
has registered to vote, in
Harrisonburg
for
the
November election.
"I registered here to get residency," Gaston said "I think
our age group is not informed
enough about the candidates
and they don't focus enough on
our age group."
Prior to the voting age being
lowered from 21 to 18 in 1971,
there was higher voter turnout.
"When we lowered the age,
younger voters didn't feel like
their vote really made a difference." Roberts said.
In 1972, 49.2 percent of voters age 18 to 24 voted out of the
58.9 percent of registered voters
in that age group, according to
the U.S. Census Bureau.

Young voters, like senior
Palmer Smith, often feel that
politicians aren't focusing on
them and also feel as if their
votes do not count.
"We're at the magical age
where we've worn off the
claptrap forced on us in grade
school and we have yet to
convolute ourselves into
believing that our vote actually counts," Smith said.
Many of the current key
issue i in the political race have
been tax cuts. Medicare and
Social Security.
"1 don't pay taxes, so that's
not much of incentive for me to
vote," Deary said.
|im Josefson, assistant professor of political science at
Bridgewater College, said
young voters lack identification
with any land of political group.
"Young people are more
likely to see themselves as
individuals rather than a
part of a large group,"
josefson said. "They don't
think of themselves as
Republicans or Democrats,

and they tend to identify
with the particular segment
of the consumer culture that
they are associated with.
They don't spend any time
with politics.
"Forty years ago, people
identified with a political group,
got information on them and
voted," Josefson said.
Josefson also added that if
someone wants to win an
election, he or she wants to be
able to control the electorate.
He said it is conceivable that
political parties would try to
do this by controlling young
people's votes.
"Young people are chaotic
and more concerned with their
personal lives," Josefson said.
"Politicians focus on the
boomers — the age group that
they know will vote."
In the 2000 election, 72.2
percent of those ages 65 to 74
cast a ballot out of the 78.8
percent of registered voters,
according to the U.S. Census
Bureau Web site — a 91.6 percent voter turnout.

Roberts said many college
students don't view themselves as liberal or conservative, and they have very negative views on politics.
"They arc much more
socially liberal in that they
support gay rights, and they
aren't particularly religious,"
Roberts said. "They are caught
between very different \ irwv
and find it hard to find politicians to fit their mold."
Roberts added that key
issues, such as reform on college
tuition, won't impact those In
college at this time. "It's too far
down the line," he said.
According
to
Roberts,
Democratic presidential candidate Howard Dean counted on
a large number of votes from
younger voters in Iowa and in
New Hampshire.
"Young voters didn't materialize in the caucus in Iowa or in
the primaries," Roberts said
There are 15,666 people who
.in.' registered to vote in the City
of Harrisonburg and 1,095 voted
in the democratic primary.

looks to expand
SGA, from page 1

$481.13 for a digital camera, supplies to help put on
several events, and to send
one of its executive board
members to an international conference. This bill was
passed in the Senate.
The bill was passed unanimouriy Best Buddies hosts 12
events on campus, including
co-hosting disabilities wtvk.
It also has participated in several fund raisers, Enduding
sending letters to families ana
businesses, bringing a clothing vendor to campus, selling
T-shirts and doing fund raisers with CiCi's Pizza and
Barnes & Noble.
Also at Tuesday's meeting, Robert Armstrong,
chair of the Dining Services
Committee, shared with the
Senate Bevtral things thai
Dining Services is working
on around campus.
Recently, IVhall added 150

se.its in order to help relieve
OOnflMtftOfL Dining Services
,ils.> is considering expanding
PC Dukes in order to help
with congestion there. Dining
SetVftOBi either may expand
into the picnic an'as, or add
more dining facilities where
PC Ballroom currently is.
Nothing has been decided yet.
They also are negotiating
with I insti-in Bros. Bagel
about bringing the chain to
campus
At the end of the meeting,
tlu Senate looked at constituation.il amendment bill C-4,
which is the Students' Rights
and Responsibilities amendment
to
the
Senate
Constitution. It will add to the
constitution that the SGA is
pnaenl on OMnpua in order to
protect the rights of students,
and to give tliem the freedom
l0 li\e and learn This bill will
sit tor two weeks and then will
be debated in the Senate.

LAND: Snow no problem EDUCATION: Grades not even
LAND, from page I

appearance of the approximately
450-acre campus, Ventura said.
"(The workers] are our source of
preparation for all of our outdoor
facilities," assistant athletic director
Sheila Moorman said. "V\fe VV.H kvef)
closely with landscape, and they do a
great job for us."
Facilities Management personnel
Courtney Htxiges said that, in terms
of spending and budget, the recent
snow was not a major problem for
the department to handle.
The landscape fiscal budget
totals up to about $1.5 to $1.6 million yearly. Roughly 85 percent —
over $1.3 million — of the budget
goes toward personnel, which
includes salaries and training
costs of the employees, according
to Hodges. The remaining IS percent — $235,500 — goes toward
non-personnel. This includes the
actual equipment, supplies and
materials needed to maintain the
campus, she said.
Money for the landscape depart-

ment comes from two portions of
JMU's budget, according to Hodges.
The first is the Education and
(ieneral Fund, which primarily is
supported by tax dollars and tuition.
The second is from Auxiliary
Eiilei prises, vvlikli gdllieis funds
through room and board fees.
"A lot of what we do is labor
intensive — shoveling, mulching, air
raiding, weeding," Hodges said.
"(Exhnl spending does not include
major disasters like the hurricane."
Last year's conditions were
much worse when a blizzard hit
Harrisonburg, leaving the university closed for four days and landscape workers frantically trying to
clear the snow 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.
"We buy a lot of fertilizer, grass
seed and topsail," Ventura said.
"And we try to shy away from
chemicals and use things friendly
to the environment, like com glutton and milky spores. We don't use
a lot of chemicals, except for the
athletic fields."

EDUCATION .from page 1

Mathematics are A's, compared to
JMU's average of 46 percent.
"The mam and science classes are a
lot harder, whereas the education classes are more group work and just learning to work together,' she said. "V\fe
learn a lot of practical stuff so it stays
with us easier."
Frank said because the nature *»f
work in the College of Education is Jit
ferent, sometimes people outside the
college think it is easier. "If I talk to people around me, they think you're only
learning about adding and subtracting," she said. "But, they don't realize
we need to know all the mechanics
behind why we learn the way we do "
Frank said she noticed some differences in the way her education
teachers grade, but compared to
other general education classes she
has had, she said she felt students
still deserved the grades they earned
in the College of Education.
"If s different," she said. "1 think (education majors] learn the material better
because the classes are smaller and the

HUNTER MCGUIRE SCHOOL

OPEN HOUSE

Tuesday, February 24, 2004
9:30 AM and 5:30 P.M.
74 Quicks Mill Road Verona
(540) 248-2404
www.huntermcguire.org
Academic Excellence
VAJS Accredited - K-5
Personal Integrity, Leadership, & Citizenship
Art, Music, Technology, Spanish

hair

Barber Shop & Styling Salon

$6.00 Haircuts

Flattops, High & Tights, Fades, Perms, Highlights,
Foiling, Cornrowing and Waxing

Now Accepting JAC Cards!
Hours
M-W 7:00-5:30
Thurs 7:00-7:00
Fri 7:00-5:30
Sat 7:00-2:00

434-4844

33 West. Harrisonburg
Directly across from Rockingham New Holland

—U
/ think [education majors]
learn the material better...
— Courtney Frank
sophomore

95
professors reallv want us to learn."
Senior Tina Radin, a school of communications studies major, said the difference in grade distribution "is more a
matter of the nature of the work, not
that some professors grade differently
"Ifs frustrating that you'll work so
hard in your own classes and don't get
the grades, when students in other
classes — who, I mean, of course work,
too — get the A's just because it's a different kind of work."
Because many attribute the difference in grade distribution to the
type of work required of students
A. Jerry Benson, dean of the

College of Integrated Science and
Technology, laid it was irrelevant
for professors to receive mass grading instructions or guidelines
That's part of academic freedom," he Mid. Occasionally professors will choose to team up" to
"normalize grading" when teaching
the MUM COUiee, but that the grading is otherwise left up to the individual, Benson added.
Senior Amanda I'oulin, a communications sciences and disorders major,
Mid, "BectUM jML' is a liberal (arts)
college, it's more focused on verbal
[skills| and not math. She said this
aspect could contribute to the different)-' in grade distribution.
A Student's desire and natural ability probably determine his or her likelihood of success more than any other
factor, Poulin added.
"Some students are blessed with an
amazing head and some have a given
heart," she said. It you come here and
pick your major, you have to have the
heart to pursue what you'n' interested
in. I think people in education do that."
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Asian Nails &£
Full Set
S20&UP
Fill In
S13&UP
Manicure
S10 Paralin Wax Included
Pedicure
S18Wlth Foot Spa
Air brush Design
55 & UP
Hand Painted Design
S5 & UP
Gel Nail Set
S30
Gel Fill
S20
Silk Wraps
S30
Silk Fill
S20
Eye Brow ■ Facial - Body Wax

Jtaffi

ou tired of dealing with roommate
Looking for a quiet and peaceful environment?

Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa
Salon For Ladies & Gentlemen

Hours: Mon.-Wed. 10am - 8pm
Thurs.-Sat. 9am-8pm. Sun. 1 lam-5pm
In Town Center. Behind Valley Mall

5^;§Wfc/^fe
(♦APARTMENTS?)

801-8070
Wnlh Ins welcome
Gill Certificates available
WE ACCEPT LOCAL CHECKS
& ALL MAJOR CREOIT CARDS

&
x CONTROL
) \
CELLULITE

University Eyecare
Dr. Franklin A. Cerrone,

P.P.

I Comprehensive
1

if
^

Lose Inches
and Cellulite

^^'.

l\

I mli iinuluyit

Eye Exams • Treatment & Management of Eye Disease
Contact Lens Evaluations • Refractive Laser Surgery Management

10% OFF

Walk-ins Welcome
10% Discount on professional service and eyewear
to JMU students & faculty with JAC card

Grand Opening Specials
2015-A K,■>. noil Sin , I
linsMIr Ihr M.iniMinliinv llivsifians tor Uuim-iil

I In I ii-i .mil I hil- 11>\ appnxrd I i llulin K

540.434.388K

, 11,, ,.,,„ ,„ i h, I mi, ,1 Suirni la In r. in I lamuiiiiiiint:

LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

1»26DevetteAvo
Oust off University Blvd)
Touch free automatic
4 Self service bays
Spot Free rtnae
6 Vacuums
Upholstery shampooer
Fragrance machine

433-9090

3171 8 Main at
(next to Charlie Obsugh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted)
6 Self service bays
Spot Free rinee
8 Vacuums
2 Interior detail centers
433-6800

LESSON a2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SAVE MONEY
The card is FREE
Every 6* wash is free
Prepaid option (20% student bonus with 10)
Ses attendant or on tw web at www rmrsdewMhcard com

Hours:
Mon & Fn 9 ■ 6
T Th 9 5

Located next to Wal-Marl
in Harnsonburg Crossing
(540) 433-7341

Sat 9 3

Do you have good people skills?
Do you like technology?

Consider Joining Our Team!
JMU Computing HelpDesk , Training, & Lab
Operations are now hiring students for
Summer/Fall 2004.
Gain excellent experience for your resume
Strengthen your customer service skills
Stay current with technology
Make new friends
Flexible hours
Plrs* application review data Friday, Match 19*.
Application location:
http://www.Jmu.edu/computlng/sttKfent

LESSON tt.l. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK = MORE PLA V

ploy merit

JMU Summer
Study Abroad

Interested
in being a

CV^W'i Sometkuuf, New 74*tde4 the
w
Soutlfut 9tolUm Son!!!

fJames Madison
University
i*t GMociottim utitk

Cooperative Sinergie &
the University of Basilica

Thedeadline

' £* Summer

has been extended until

Feb. 20!

/2004

Field Schools in Field Archaeology
and Fresco Preservation
Session I. May 17 to June 4
Fresco preservation and restoration at Jesce
Masseria and Carpentino Masseria (4 credits)
Session II. June 6 to June 25
Archaeological Method and Theory at a late
Neolithic through early Iron Age hamlet (4 credits)
StutUnll uuU l*i«L i*t Ui* ic**4c and ludtvuc ioum oj AUamu^, U
tim PtUflia tUm *l itudk Mdf> StutUnti HHU pa>UicipaU U (utaouui.
XMOMJ*

uUtk atifi ILVLHU faun 9LLf. 6fyt*ttmiUu to tsMsW jifae

t*cA CMUM^OI JtUl&Uf 0/ louUt+ui 9iaLf null U availoU*.

Send in a cover letter, resume,
and five clips to:
Alison Fargo, Editor in Chief,
The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall

For application and additional information, e-mail or
write:
Dr. Clarence R. Geier (geiercr@jmu.edu)
or Dr. Joan Walker
Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology, MSC7501
James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807
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(The United States| holds a moral obligation to
a neighbor struggling to maintain its newfound

In a poll on ESPN.com Tuesday, 74
percent of about 100,000 fans said the
Yankees' financial domination of
baseball is bad for the game.

democratic traditions

OPINION

ALEXSIRNEY

sophomore
SM

column below

SM

houw editorial Mow

Breeze Reader's View

U.S. must aid Haiti
to quell rebellion
AlexSirney

peaOBdent The previous administration, undsj I'n-sidcnt Hill
ton, deployed troops m
Somalia (1993), Haiti (1994),
Bcanto 0995) and ICoeovo (1999)
Under President George W.
Bush, the 1 nHed Statas lias
engaged tmops in major actions
in Afghanistan (2102) and Iraq
(2003). Prev ions .Rlministrations
also have depkivod tnnips in
l.itni \nn M,.I and overseas.
It may seem fli fcUaal that
an Internal crisis in Haiti may
constitute a tlllt-.lt to United
9MtM nain in.il BBCUdiv; not only
doa it unl'alanie the region
Itaetf, bul i S km tion Indira tk
supports rebel gnni|>s within
rations m a histomalh
volatik'.lrea of tile wiirld
ll tins, groups know that
the I
ill not take
action unless direct!) threatmi) I in assume that
then actions .ire permissible
within their own nations —
would be considered BBTrorisI .utions by the
United States clsewliae The
United States simpi) cannot sit
back and asuBBS thai its inaction occurs in a \ at mini, espe■ iail) ■ hi i threats exist so
dote to Us boarders
Ihe growing coats in Haiti
also will likcK give nsc to an
<\1 numlvr of refugees,
many of whom will elect to
attempt the head icn HIS huit kiurnev to ttie Honda coast; under
I 5 immigration laws Am
refugees who make it to sliotv
maj stay m the UniM States
while am wlio.irc ,aught on the
SIMS must Iv a-tumed home.
(new refugees, rl.ving fnim

Haiti, one 01 the United
States' Caribbean neighbors,
once again is plummeting Into
rebellion and chaos l.i, lionopposing President leanBertrand Aristide
have
engaged police fonts In |]
cities, capturing and holding
sever.il. At least 50 people have
been killed in the fighting
When Haiti List underwent
such inner turmoil in Ihe early
1990s, it took a U.S. im askffl in
1994 to restore order. That
15,0Of>strong invasion suffered
minimal casualties and was
successful in its mission to
restore Aristide to pow.i after
the government had been
seized by the milit.irv
Though the ek'tfiorv
sidered to have been Rawed,
Aristide now is four yon into
his second six-year trrm. aoCOni
ing to CNN.com. The rebel
groups, however, an' demanding that he step down from the
presidency, although
only
I months ago they were part ol
[factions kiyal to him.
After the death of one of their
[leaders — which they blame on
! Aristide — the rebdi turned on
him. Sentiment again I
President that had been buUding
-nice the 2000 elections hat
erupted into con ntvllimi
Haitian I'rime Minister Won
Neptune, speaking in Ihe dt) ol
St. Marc, told the Aaaodated
Press that "the national police
force alone cannot raeatabUah
order." and Haiti
M Ithoul an
army since Aristide was
restored to power in 1994
faces what rapidlv is becoming
a serious national crisis.
Although the C aribbean
community- has said it would
be willing to provide peace
keepers to a mission in Haiti,
the United States has declared
that it will not be intervening in
the Haitian crisis, and has
urged Aristide to negotiate
with the rebels to reach a
peaceful solution.
The stance of the I mi.,I
States in this crisis is unacceptable; not only does it have ■ Intory of intervention, but it holds
a moral obligation toa neighbor
struggling to maintain its nan
found democratic government
Should diplomacy fail, the
United Stat.s must tultill its
obligations by providing military intervention in Haiti
United States' intervention
certainly would not be without

w.iranii rtarvatlUU

lood ship

ments to Haiti have been
stopped due t.' tile ligliting
enibody one oi Hie most important i'
rated States
should intervene; human nghls
.\n' ahvaj •- a casualty of war.
1 Tie L nited States historically has been a nation to promote
in.i democracy and currenlly dings to tins mission as
the true reason it entered war
in Iraq A mission to Haiti
WOUld loll.m in this tradition:
it would p i
otmg,
struggling democracy. Not
-. ■. i i. i . ntsuic Interim
don be extremely beneficial to
Haiti, bill, it done in .ixiperation with Ihe 1 nited Nations

.in.i

the

American

Organisation
Mates,

it

of

would

sec HAITI, page 8
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EDITORIAL

Alex Rodriguez trade bad news for baseball
Baseball

The NFL has a hard salary cap and

commissioner Bud Selig's approval,

With

Major

League

the NBA has a soft cap. Some feel that

the Texas Rangers traded star play-

baseball should introduce a salary

ace

er Alex Rodriguez to the New York

cap as well. At the moment, baseball

impact players. Meanwhile, the

Yankees Monday.

teams have to pay a luxury tax if they

Yankees feature all-star caliber play-

spend more time than the $117 mil-

ers one through eight in the lineup.

The deal, which has been nick-

determined by Selig and the league.
The average team has one or two
pitchers

and

two or

three

named the "mega-merger," is con-

lion threshold established in base-

A roster like that will have some

sidered by some sports columnists

ball's recent collective bargaining

fans wondering what is the point of

to be the biggest trade in baseball

agreement. Last season, the Yankees

an all-star game. All they have to do

history. The trade also has caused

were the only team to go over that

is tune into to one of the Yankees'

controversy about whether or not

manjin, and were forced to pay a lux-

162 regular season games. They can

the deal was good for the game.

ury tax of $11.82 million. Yankees'

see Rodriguez, Derek Jeter, Jason

Many baseball fans think the

owner Geotge Steinbrenner has no

Giambi, Gary Sheffield, Bernie

Yankees' acquisition of Rodriguez

problem forking over money if it

Williams, Jorge Posada, Hideki

will impact the game negatively. In

could help the team eam another

Matsui and Kenny Lofton — just to

a poll on ESPN.com Tuesday, 74 per-

Wirld Series ring.

name a few, and those are just the

cent of about 100,000 fans said the

Other owners do not have that

Yankees' financial domination of

option. Red Sox owner John Henry

It is yet to be seen if the Yankees

baseball is bad for the game.

told the Associated Press Wednesday

will win the Wsrld Series. Nothing is

position players.

The Yankees have a roster full of

that the rest of Major League Baseball

written in stone, and the World Series

all-stars. With that comes a $186 mil-

doesn't have an answer for the

Championship Trophy has not found

lion payroll, which could increase if

Yankees' monopoly of star power.

a home in the Bronx in thnv years.

they sign more free agents. The sec-

"Revenue

sharing

can

only

Yet, without a salary cap, the

ond highest belongs to the Boston

accomplish so much," Henry said.

rich

will

Red Sox, whose payroll is expected to

"At some point, it becomes confisca-

and

the small

be around $125 million.

tion. It has not, and it will, not solve

such as Milwaukee Brewers will

what is a very obvious problem."

keep

Teams such as the Tampa Bay
Devil

Rays and

the

keep getting richer,
market

struggling

to

Milwaukee

Although it doesn't seem fair,

Brewers have payrolls that don't

everything the Yankees have done

be

even exceed $30 millkm.

has been within the legal limits

many years to come.

teams

survive.

Many think that fact alone will
detrimental to baseball for
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Marc ('hin

Dart.

A "there-dre-nice-giiys-tnii-thri'n'" pat to
the freshman who paid for .1 rvatly sick, puking str.inm'r to t.ikr ,i t.ih h.u k to campus.
from three tophomon girts who \iad no
money ami no idea what lo do with a random
guy after kk friend* ebmubmi htm

l.«vlin

A "thanks-for-reminding-iis-tliat-thcn' sno-such-tliing-as-fon,\er' dart to Mattel.
which recently decided mat it was time for
Barbie and Ken to split. Appan-ntly. breakups
are now safe to talk about with I, year-olds.
From two veiy'disappointed lenltrt who
grew up OH Ihe romantic fantasy of Barbie
and Ken's commitment

Kevin Marin.il.
.iitor

Patrick Smith

AtsWaVn

Dart...

Flip Ot* Luca
Alan Neckov.il/

A "get-your-own-pom" dart to whomever stole the fabulous val.-ntmo I'Lmyrl collage off my dooraflsr mv friends worked so
hard to create it.
From a prry upsfl <rc~hman wlto would
wry much like her ivlenttne returned.

Dnid Wendelken

"To the pros alum; chequered m it i- with oboes, ilu- world it
indebted tor all tlw triumph1, wliuli httX beat pdtud ty
reason ami hununtity o.v> error ami lypuwtol
— /miles Madison
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Editor
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niiirctli i '
They miMt he tkliwu.1

.tldhcno

■

1h*»r ■
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, .>pini.ini<r the
newipaiMi. 11

Pat.
A "why-do-you-have-to-be-so-incredibU'"
pat to the girl who I wish I could have met
bsfon the other guy did
r mm a guy who gladly tmdd spend a lifetune uniting for a girl like yttu

Dart...

PatA "you're-gonna-gct-rocked" pat to the
employees of two dining locations who
an' going to be wishing thev never ch.i!
lenged the "king ' of all dining locations to
a beer pong tournament
From a dining eminoycc who will be there to
icipyour tmn ii/ler urUk fM kilt*

A "why-don't-you-bc-mon*-obser\ ant"
dart to the ptrson who obviously doesn't
notice that my dog doesn't like being out
side due to pn-\ lots) years ol Ix'ing abused.
From someone who rescued her dog from a
humane society, and thinks lital urn slwuldfind
aandMuj better to do with uour tone than spy
<>ii htr tkig's peeing Mas,
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National Nothing
Matters Day, so I
could do whatever I
want and not have to
| consequences

1

OrtmoN

in Auifaniecause it
wheonlti/y month that
doesn't have a
national holiday.

Julianne Stilwell

Justin Cumminw

sophomore f IS

lophomore, accounting/ economics

campus
SPOTLIGHT
Rachel Cubas
-poiT-s management

you could create a holiday, what and when would it be?

d^ff

HAITI: Democracy, population threatened
HAITI .from page 7
show the world that the
United States has a vested
interest in preserving freedom,
even in nations where it stands
to gain little or nothing.
Any mission undertaken by
the United States should be
done with the full support of the
United Nations; unilateral
action is foolhardy and unacceptable in this global age. The
United States must work with

the United Nations to reach a
plan of action that is acceptable
to the world community. The
plan of action not only must
determine in what manner
intervention is to occur, but also
how democracy will be maintained in Haiti.
Despite Aristide's unpopularity and the dubious nature
of his elections, the answer to
the crisis is for the United
States and United Nations to

help him finish his term, and
then ensure fair election that
gives the Haitian people the
opportunity to voice their displeasure through their vote.
It may be that this crisis can
and will, be resolved diplomatically; that hope should not be
abandoned, and should be pursued with all due course.
Unfortunately, the crisis,
■I it stands now, looks only
to deepen as loyalists and

police battle rebels across the
nation, resulting in more
deaths and an increasingly
displaced population.
This threat to a population
and the democratic pntcess of J
nation cannot be allowed to
continue, and the United States,
IDMIIMII with the United
Nations, should intervene to
ensure that it does not.
Alex Sireny is a freshman
Anthrvpofogi// Pre-SMAD major

Do you have something on your

mind worthy of more than just a
dart or pat?
Keep ii under 500 words and send .is a
letter to the editor.
breezeopinhm® holmail.com

Wilderness Voyagers
r\
On

or
A •.R&EI.'

•

^J

1544 East Market Street 434-7234
Take a practice test at
Kaplan's Test Drive and find out.
February 28th, 10am .
JMU • Burruss Hall
Sponsored by Center for Professional Development!
To register, call or vMt ui online today!

KAPLAN

1-800-KAP TEST

kaptest.com/testdrive

Test Prep end Admissions

WWTLR SALE//
UP TO 30/oOFF

20% Off

_

_

All Winter Hats RWs^l ®Marmot
PMIIK
patagonla

L

ARCTERYX

Located on the Sheraton Access Road
_pw Prices -

[asterCuts.
Another Reason to Go
to the Mall

Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best

FOQ

■i Free Delivery

(540)568-9899 *

° Flex Accepted

Sun-Thu until 1am o
& Fri-Sat until 2am *

Super Combo
Chicken Broccol
Pork. Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mem
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Sweet and Sour Pork
Moo Goo Gai Pan
Chicken with Garlic Sauce
Hunan Chicken
Pork with Mixed Vegetables
Mixed Chinese Vegetables
• SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
• SC12 Kung Pao Chicken
• SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
•SC15 Hunan Beef
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
• SC18 Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
• SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
• SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

All entrees come with
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice

* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

and choice of soup:
Wonton,
Egg Drop.

or Hot and Sour
and don't forget..
25c Cheese Wontons
(limit 2 wrth $15 purchase)
Lunch Special $3.95 and up

COMCS
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COMICS
Mike and Nik by Pebbles Dunn

bloke, by Ryan Walker

Celebrate a year...

£-

,c .

...

ifstmioth... ot\iulUc]: °fa
.
.of achievement...
of tradition...
ofCltriumph*...
of family... of j^

*

£.

*

jk*

Up 'til Dawn '04; yl >w» /^ Ufe
7.00PM Friday, February 20th - 7.O0AM Saturday, February 21st
James Madison University, UREC

\vents:
Performances by Exit 245, Into Hymn, Madison Project
I,ocksof Love
Womanless Beauty Contest
Performance by Adelyn.
Star Search Competition
..
In addition, families and St. Jude survivors will be speaking throughout the night.

ydth&EP ^
.^^JKropPM
^^ajS^^
i^wJ/jjJOOAM
12:00 AM

Dawn would like to gratefully thank die following corporations for their generous contributions:
Chili's, Wal*Mart, Aramark, JMU Student Government Association, JMU Catering, Chanello's Pizza
Event t-shirts will be on sale for $10

Z/astafasM
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Todays Birthday (Feb 19). This year, you have the uncanny ability to prove things lhat were previously
unknown bciontihr insights come in your dreams. Nebulous facts are proven to vour satisfaction and
eventually, you prove them to all.

Arlts March 21-April 19
mg Today it a 7 - You're liable to be more
^kaf* thoughtful for the next several weeks,
)^ff starting now. You'll have to curtail your
forward motion as you take more into
consideration. This is because you've
entered new territory.

Today is an 8 - Just when you were at the
top of your game, a new twist is introduced.
There'll be more work for the next several
weeks. Good news; it's the creative kind.

fija.'

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Gemini May 21 -June 21
_
Today is an 8 - Conditions are changing as
fyj^ yn" blast into new territory. You'll have a
nK whole stack of new problems to face, as well
•<"■» as new responsibilities. If you've been paying attention, this will be very interesting.

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 6 - It's always darken before the
dawn. That's what they say, anyway.
Remember that, and toss away your sorrow.
Relax and let the transformation take place.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sepl. 22

1

Today is a 6 - You're not quite ready for
the final inspection. Someone is likely to
find something that has to be done before
you get that last stamp of approval

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
j^A Today is an 8 - You're entering a pragmat^P ic phase, and not a moment too soon.
■^\ Ideas are abundant, but which of them
will bring in the biggest profit? It might be
a trick that's untried.

PIscaaFeb. 19-March20
Today is a 6 - There's light at the end of
f the tunnel, and you're coming into your
own. Show courage when facing your
trepidations, and ask them for a gift.

*>

Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle

i: of the Day

e word candy
n be spelled just
using two letters.
What are they?
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ACROSS
1 Combustible
material
5 U.S. leader
9 Holly Hunter
film, with "The"
14 Impulse
15 Comic Chris
16 Element
No. 86
17 Plumbing
advice?
20 Matters in
dispute
21 Oil cartel's
letters
22 Mayday!
23 All but a few
25 Satisfy fully
27 NASCAR driver Yarborough
30 Mil. rank
32 Dreary
36 Reverent
wonder
37 Evita or Juan
39 Africa's
largest city
40 Plumbing
advice?
43 Met highlights
44 Exemplar of
slowness
45 Stoolie

27
2*

33

34

36

B

■

■ 1■ 1 1
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RIDDI

28^ 29

W

_^g. Today is a 6 - You'll find it easier to absorb
■k _ new material over the next several weeks.
rj^RT Cot books on, or take .i class on, whatever
has been giving you fits.

5

24

11

HI

,Ov Today is an 8 - Grab as much information
jjfl ■* you am- You'll find a good use for it
^^b Conditions keep on changing, however
Your next assignment is close to home.

Today is an 8 - Your assignment for the
next few weeks is to stash away as much
as you can. If you and your partner do this
for a while, you'll have abundance later on.

1

20

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

July 23-Aug. 22

«

•1

3

M

Today is a 6 - You've been through somr
tough times lately, but conditions are
changing in your favor For the next few
weeks, love and support will be there,
rejuvenating your energy.

^a. . Today is a 6 - You've been going through a
^Bw testing phase, ,ii»1 its almost over tot now
ffy The next phase should be a lot more fun for
you and for all of your friends. Celebrate!

i

M
17

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

Taurus April 20-May 20

1

Soup legume
RR stop
Fair
Fr. religious
figs.
52 Drying kiln
54 Alley prowler
57 Nerve network
59 Capital of
Niger
63 Plumbing
advice?
66 Drinking
vessel
67 Actress
Bancroft
68 Biographer of
Henry James
69 Military
installations
70 Teak-exporting
country
71 Spread slowly

"
"

DOWN
1 Japanese peak
2 "Topaz" author
3 Chicken
products
4 Bean or pea
5 Printers
6 Poppycock!
7 Canyon reply
8 Straw beehives
9 Level-headed
10 Writer Fleming
11 Contributes
12 contendere
13 Individuals
18 Name for a
lion
19 Foremost
position
24 Queen of
Hearts output
26 Jacob's
brother
27 Secret group
28 Mindful
29 Bolshevik
leader
31 Artist Jasper
33 Chip starter?
34 Regions
35 State-run
gambling
37 Electrons'
antiparticles

38Rad!
41 Gangsters'
heaters
42 Backs with
dollars
47 Salacious
stare
49 Declares
51 Baseball theft?
53 Command to
Fido
54 Zodiac
connection
55 Regarding
56 Golf gadgets
58 Best of
Hollywood
60 Created
61 Dueling sword
62 Sharp cry
64 Cambridge
sch.
65 Numero

^.1 W OH y0(fjf

RUNNING
**"» APARTNft^
Come to Sunchase today and take the House!
Hurry in ... only a few rooms remain.

540.442.4800
www.sunchase.net

Need something rigkf away? AsIc about
our Immediate Availability list.
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Spring Break offers opportunity t»
s
/or students to spin their wheels

v

Story by senior writer Leela Pereira

1

Graphics by art director Jessica Taylor

1
■■
Iv.'. la

,hlt

:

After scouring wwii'.iTuiptpifSlcom for ilinvtiixis,
Tn a few weeks, with midterm exams out of the
Neil and her friends piled in her car equipta*!
way, college students will be looking tor new
with nothing but a map. an iPod and .i paperb
adventures to preoccupy them during their 10guide to New York C itv. Neil, who had opted to
day hiatus from school. Given such a short time
drive
the entire route round trip, only had rail
for traveling, some brave students will attempt to
one stop on the way to New York when thi
lasso their friends, favorite music and their eagerencountered a traffic jam as they nearcd Baltimore
ness for a HWe unpredictability into one particu"Ruth ended up having to go to the bathroom
lar experience — a road trip.
after two hours |ot traveling], Neil ■ l
stopped in at a Sheetz [gas station] outside of
0\wm* your own adventure
Balhmore to go to the bathroom and get food "
Although the ultimate road trip requires
Neil also said that she had never driven through
spontaneity, Spring Break sets some limits on higha funnel before, and was slightly overwhelmed
way freedom. One only has 10 days to arrive at a
when
she arrived at the Lincoln Tunnel in New York
destination, sightsee and return to campus
City, as large volumes of traffic pass thr. >
unscathed. One should select a destination that
ing in both directions.
conforms to the school calendar. While celebrityAlso, be sure to consider whether the group wants
hunting irt Los Angeles is a fine way to spend
to take a scenic route to the destination, or a more tuno
Spring Break, there is no way the trip will get off the
tional — perhaps even toll-riddled — detour. \
ground given the 10-day travel period, unless the
"We left midday and drove through the outskirts of
vehicle of choice morphs into a Boeing 747. A travelthe North Rim," Scharer said. "The sunset c»i (ha
friendly Web site, umnvfree-tHp-lipicom, suggests
Northern
Arizona skyline was breathtaking, and tie.'
researching the weather, cost of local items, tax and
best part of the job."
tip rate and road conditions of one's destination
When planning the tnp, be Sure to distinguish
when planning a journey.
between preparedness and hyper-prepansineas. Then'
is a difference between having a first aid kit on haiui
II out
,/• MaeOnce
and handing one's trip nutis a pUnned-to-rhc-niinutc
the destination is picked, plan the
itinerary as they buckle their seat belts. Keeping the
route. Do not spend Spring Break as a pathetic
trip simple an J reasonable, yet being ■
Jack Kerouac-wannabe who merely threw a duffel
gral to preserving freedom and tun.
bagtlnto a car and sped off. The ctassic rebel-with, thtfStrjf
ouj-a-cause road trip of independence end youthful rebellion will have to wail for another time.
When « duffel bag wont cut it
Any well-planned rood trip can take a turn for thfri iA
I i.i.l (hen, Like into amsideratron the safety, comworst, especially if the travelers aren't equipped wifH..
fort and"interests of the passengers, the condition
(he right tools — pr, at the very least, if M
ot the car, the number or adequate drivers and the
isn't buckled-in with tlie rest of the
duiadonoilhetrip.
hon for his visit to the(*>randGinvi*i. S hate
Evaluate each tnp mate's level of advena hiking bag with clothes, atleepuiglmgvsnmegi
ture when planning the mule. Stizic might not bet
noU bars, a water bottle and money
' in eye at the thought of using the roadside as a
nature park at the North Ki i
bathroom, but Betsy irijy go into cardi.u arrest
in case he went out to eat When pa
whea she catches the scentof a gas station restroom.
pars should consult r taking
flan to stop for bathroom breaks K a fatality that
flashlights, batteries, cell i
will pfcase the entire group.
v5»
car need* or equipmei t and hrsi
Dii(Kr>vuta /
' 'Byrne same tofcin, take in sites that are palatspecific clothing md supplies', g umblvfc. poncho
>le to everyone in the group. A Recreational Vehicle
&
yC
appropri.il. footwear, etnpteral .lrerrtistsjwhentravfab cite, iiww.rvami. includes .ei online road-trip
!iatlured U-rntory lejuaUc
planfter^hat allows visitors to browse drring\ lodg.ra and a journal in with thdtisual items to pa-sen e
ing, cunpirut, cultural .'i iiistorlcal sites and other
ffltrinjrre alter i
attraptioas alnnj; tl ■.■ mute to ami from their ilestinast.i-.h • n Rs and
"Rirthejfl
MJiBv£y£k(fr-Web sites, such as teuwamJiru nj//y.com,
tar.ai the car \
in i .ilculatrrs. maps and
Miisroi de.1 !
loMingopbonsa
simpljfcJhejlcanjhJPr accamnuKi
1
i dedicaj
mterdrrlllrJng IUUy.iv Tha Road Trip U
|J herlcaltsy |anvje/*Wv
come in hands
lylists and 1
n.tiudinn t
•fits in a afo^comp*rBri*ntur
,
guide, Jack I
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Oh my Goth.' What
are we going to do?

We did not sign for
an apt. soon enough.

ANNIVERSARY

SALE

' Hi. I overheard your conversation, and
wanted to tell you that Ashby Crossing
still has apts. available. You can go to
the Aahby office and sign for an apt. on
the spot*''

Live, Love, & Be Fabulous

Ylpp..!

February 20, 21,22, and 23

Ythool

50-75% Off Winter Clothes
20% Off Items Not Already Reduced
(some exclusions apply)

And there is NO waiting List!

I kivt AUityl

You are Guaranteed an Apt. that dayf
So call Ashby Crossing Today'
Their number is 432-1001
They are still waiving security deposits!

LM'ifonowf
' cant watt*

1191 Devon Lane
Hamsonburg.VA 22801
432-1001
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■ Making the cut
University Program Board
enforces new policy of hand
stamping at film screenings
to curb fine cutting.

"We are so excited about going for that
much [money]; we were nervous that we
would only make the minimum bid."

STYLE

PAUL PUCKETT

sophomore
See story below

No access for bare hands

CONCERT PREVIEW-

Slightly Something knows it's only a name
BY TOM BKPPLFR

contributing writer

Taylor Down Under will
host the mellow acoustics of
Slightly Something tonight at
11. The free performance will
support the recent release at the
band's first studio album, a selftitled collection of intricate
melodies and harmonies flowing like a breeze beneath gentle
lyrics, similar to a warm night
spent at a carnival.
Slightly Something features
songwriter Osama Malik ('03)
on acoustic guitar and vocals,
senior Beth Maskey on vocals,
sophomore Casey Wood on
lead guitar and mandolin.
George Mason University
sophomore Ricky Parrel 1 on

saxophone and Tim Gardner
('03) on bass.
Last
year,
the
WANNA Go?
group was
known as
Evergreen
Terrace, but
concerns S()MI I MINI,
over
the
originality
WHIN:
of the name
precipitatTONIGHI
ed a change
VI 11
in moniker
The
new
\\ III Kl
name pays
homage to
TIM'
a humorous incident where rnmtm.in
Malik was asked to describe tin*
sound o( the band. Slightly

Something was his "joking
answer" to the query.
\Mk May, after graduation.
Malik cleared out furniture and
converted his bedroom into a
maki- liirt recording studio. As
spring showers and thunderstorms pelted his house's windows. Slightly Something convened in the bedroom to lay
down tracks tor its first album.
On several songs, in the background, one can hear nun ntty
beating against die windows of
the makeshift studio.
But, rain showers onlv add to
Iht .mihience of this hand's first
Btndlo effort. The tracks are
marked by the sharp harmonies
of Malik and Maskey. Fan ol
Dispatch especially might
appreciate the pair's voices
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BY KYRA PAPAFIL

style editor

dnfting across Pat McGeeinspired guitar riffs that sometimes lean toward bluegrass, as
on the playful "Would You Still."
"Up Here" features some
impressive mandolin plucking
by Wood. (U there is one instrument that we ought to be hearing more of these days, if s the
mandolin, for its romantic, tonal
quality.) The acaimpaniments
are really something to listen to
in the band's music — each
instrument seems perfectly
complementary to one another
(the guitar and mandolin duets
seem to be concealing a hearty
smile in themselves).
'Today" opens with a
Southern-twang quality, and

A free sneak preview at
Grafton-Stovall Theatre now
will leave viewers' hands looking like they left a fraternity
party. In attempts to curb line
cutting at events, the University
Program Board will stamp the
hand of individuals in line.
Though it has been an issue
for a while, the decision to start
hand stamping began following
the Nov. 20, 2003, midnight
screening of "Gothika."
"'Gothika' was a film that was
really in demand, and cutting (in
line) became a huge problem,"
said junior Manilla Seddio, UPB
director of cinematic events.
"Students e-mailed UPB ... with
suggestions how to help our system so everyone has a fair opportunity to see the film."

see BAND, page 14

Students can pick up passes
in Taylor Hall, room 234, the
week prior to the film for free
screenings, Seddiq said. "Now
when students get in line. UPB
volunteers on the film committee will stamp your hand and
give you a number.
"We're hoping it will help —
that doing tins will cut down on
the frustration students have
when they are the next people in
line, and don't get into a screening because people wen- cutting
their friends," she Mid
Upcoming events where the
hand stamping will be in effect
include free sneak pit-views far
'The Girl Next Door" Feb. 22 and
"Club Dread" Feb. 26. The Feb. 25
viewing of "Robot Stories" will be
introduced bv Greg Pak, the
writer and director of the film. The
showing will be followed by a discussion of the film, led by Pak.

Male auction raises funds
for start up of Safe Rides
BY ERIN LEE

staff writer

KATHRYN GAWANO/tttf/)Aoio$n(pAfr
Sophomore Kalth Mann struts the runway at the Hot Rod Date Auction to raise money for Safe Rides,
a student service that provides rides hoping to curve students driving under the Influence of alcohol.

Ladies in search of hot dates filled
PC Ballroom as they raised bids into
the triple digits Mondav night for the
Hot Rod Date Auction organized by
Safe Rides, a service provided to students as an alternative to driving
under the influence of alcohol.
Over $1,600 was raised auctioning off the 24 sharply dressed studs,
according to junior Katie Freind,
one of the emcees of the event. Bids
were received for 16 single males,
two sets of pairs, and — the finale —
one foursome. The sets of multiples
were auctioned off together to give
bidders more for their money,
according to Freind.
Junior Wes Hedgepeth, a founding member of Safe Rides, said, "We
are putting on the date auction to
raise money for our organization
because we can't start driving until
we raise enough money for insurance, a headquarters and supplies."
Safe Rides currently has 60 members who serve on its board and as volunteers and drivers. Safe Rides began
last semester — originally orchestrated
by the Student Government
Association — and is now a university
organization with a mission to curb
drunk driving by students.
Members of Safe Rides hope to
have enough money by September
of this year to start the designateddriving service, she said. Junior
Krissy Schnebel, educational director of Safe Rides, said that approximately $100,000 is needed in order
to get Safe Rides up and running.
"The money will go toward rental
cars, insurance and making sure the
Safe Ride crew and passengers are
safe," Schnebel said.
Admission to the event was $2,
and all bids started at $10, even
though some bids eventually rose
to $115 for two separate males. The

auction also featured a performance by the JMU Break Dance Club.
Freind and senior James Chumley
emeeed the event They revealed some
background uiformation about each
person up for bid, which ranged from
the general—such as his major, height
and eye color. To help bidders get to
know the guys, the emcees asked more
personal or quirky information —
such as hobbies, personal description
of himself if he were a car, the craziest
thing he ever has done or his ideal
date. Freind and Chumley managed to
taunt almost all of the date-worthy
contestants to charm the bidders with
to dancing or singing. Loud, catchy
music accompanied the talent portion
of each male's stage appearance.
Junior Lindy Brown attended
the auction to support her friend,
senior Bill Williams, who was up
for sale, "I hope he will go for a lot
of money because he is the greatest
guy ever," she said. Sophomores
Paul Puckett and Matt Skirven
were auctioned off as a double date
for $85. They impressed the ladies
by singing an a capella version of
Edwin McCain's "I'll Be."
"We wanted to do something different," Skirven said. "Plus, we both
sing in The Madison Project and we
heard that we had to have a talent."
Puckett said, "We are so excited
about going for that much [ money |;
we were nervous that we would
only make the minimum bid." The
Madison Project pair plans to go
snowboarding at Massanutten, followed by cooking for and watching a
movie with their bidder.
After showing off his British/
Louisiana accent, junior Andrew
Kneale also was auctioned off. "I
love the organization Safe Rides," he
said. "It's such a great cause, and
they want to bring something [to
campus] that benefits the pn>
see AUCTION, page 15

Sandier, Barrymore shine day after day in '50 First Dates'
review

ReeL | ReFLections

RnocounayofMnw'' OH
Dm Oarrymore, Ml, and Adam Sander star ki "50 Brrt Datee,"
their eecond film together following "The Wedding Singer."

BY ERIN LEE
staff writer

"50 FIRST DATES"

The bad hair found in "The
Wedding Singer" is gone, out
the laughs Adam Sandier
("Anger Management*) and
Drew Barrymore ("Ch.irli.■'-.
Angels: Full Thmttle") provide
in "50 First Dates" prove to be
their finest tr.mvup yet.
Although gu\s might argue
that no film possibly could have
surpassed handler's "Happy
Gilmore," director Peter Segal
polls ofl .1 perfed Mend of comedy and romance. 11ns combination makes the film enjoyable
for both men and women alike
Set in beautiful Hawaii,
Henry Roth (Sandier) is a commitment-phobic bachelor and
veterinarian thnving on onenight stands with tourists until he
meets local girl Lucy Whitmore
(Barrymore). He instantly tails
for her delightful good-heartedness and independence.
When he meets her father
(Blake Clark. "Intolerable
Cruelty") and hei su-nml-using
brother, Doug (Sean Astin. I lie
Lord of the Rings: Return of the
King"), they inform him that
she was in a temble accident
and has lost her short-term
memory. So, Lucy now wakes
up every day thinking it is her
father's birthday.

STARRING:
DREW BARRYMORE
AND ADAM SANDLER
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:

99 MINUTES

Henry spends what seems
like 50 dates trying to help her
remember who she is and to
fall in love with him all over
again, only for her to forget
about him the next day.
In the film, he even forgoes
his dream trip to Alaska in
order to be with Lucy. Their onscreen chemistry is enjoyable
because there seems to be a
connection not only when they
■n kissing, but also when they
merely are talking. Henry's
commitment to one woman
who will not remember him the
next day is hopelessly romantic
and admirable.
Rob Schneider ("The Hot
Chick") plays Henry's hilarious
and perverted Hawaiian best
triend. Ula. Schneider also had
comical and memorable roles in
"Big Daddy." "Mr. Deeds,"
The Waterboy" and "Little

Nicky" with Sandier.
Barrymore's character has
charm and sweetness that make
her likable, despite the irritating
fact that she cannot remember
anything from one day to the
next. Her willingness to fall in
love with Henry day after day is
a leap of faith.
Humor still is used to win
over the audience. The comedy
varies from side-splittingly
hilarious or gross-out tactics
such as a giant walrus spewing
enormous amounts of vomit —
but that is to be expected and is
considered acceptable in a
Sandier flick. This trademark
humor is explained by the fact
that the film was produced by
Happy Madison, owned by
Sandier himself in conglomeration with Flower Films.
The soundtrack almost is ae
enjoyable as the film itself.
Produced by Maverick Records,
it includes several remakes of
'80s and early '90s hits such as
"Hold Me Now" by Wayne
Wonder and "Every Breath You
Take" by UB40. As usual,
Sandier included his unique
voice on the soundtrack with his
original tune "Forgetful Lucy."
In a time when only serious
and dramatic films get recognized, "50 First Dates" is lighthearted and actually fun to
watch day after day after day.

Prwo «wmt .>! lATWPCOM
Drew Barrymore plays Lucy, a
woman who suffered an accident and lost her short-term
memory. In "50 First Data*,"
Adam Sandier'* Henry I*
courting her day after day.
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Filming student production takes time
Student directors continue quest to perfect film in time for festival
BY SARAH

M

many of the props in the two
scenes belonged to the direccontributing writer
i: nl beverThe words ages. The directors did make
"lights, cam- and buy a few things, but they
era, action" found the additional props at
could he heard inexpensive local vendors,
through the according to Taft.
walls of juniors
Although the directors
Mike Taft and Mart Rondeau's captured 10 to 12 tak.-. lor
apartment Feb. 8 as filming each scene and spent a total of
began for the student film four and a half hours filming
Huts A More." directed by the two sequences, the scenes
Taft and Rondeau.
were completed by the end of
The film is being made for the night, according I
the IMU Student Film Festival
I'roducing and directing
being held at the end of this
il lllin is an dltti, nil
semester, and is expected to be task, but one that Taft and
completed in time for the festi- Rondeau take seriously.
val rhe cast arrived at the stu- Unexpected filming schedule
dent directors' apartment in changes are just one of the
costume. To start the meeting, issues with which the duo is
the directors took phoe* of the learning to deal
actors. The snapshots will
Filming was supposed to
ensure that there is uniformity begin with a scene cm a
in the actors' appearance Harrisonburg Department of
throughout the scenes, Taft said
Public Transit bus. However,
Once the photo shoot that scene needed to be postwas complete, Taft and poned to a weeknighl at the
Rondeenj suggested th.it the request of the HDIT. This
actors run through their required the director, to tilm
scenes while wailing for a diffcrenl scenes thai nigh!
fellow cast member Dean and notify the cast of the
Camp, a sophomore
schedule change.
Bolh of the scenes that
"We wen' a little thmwn off
licduled to be filmed about the bus change, but we
that day were shot in the direc- dealt with it." Tall said "II ~
tors' apartment. Thcivloic
Just difficult to get all of our

flSfcffjQ

schedules to coordinate —
. i>ple aren't just actors;
they are students too" The
cast consists of four main characters and one support character, and the crew consists i .| the
directors and volunecr friends
tfhoassist will' hlming
The directors also have to
learn how to make the heat of
■fee small spaces they have to
film in. such as the apartment
and transit bus. It can be difficult to move the filming
equipment around when so
many people are involved in
the production of the movie
Schedule changes also afjfed
the directors' shots because
the variety of camera angles
and shots are limited in an
enclosed space.
It is tough shooting in
am apartment because n ion! ..rv big. and we can't
j film from] long disIa!l said

Some pmblems also arose
with tlie actors during the hrsi
nighl of filming Several
a< tors impnrvised or made up
lines instead of reciting Ihe
script. Some impnnisahon is
encouraged because it sounds
natural however, too much
,u\ It)carl kail
uring the editing

process according loTaft.

"In post pnxhiction, we
haw to make the scenes come
together, lift wid "We have
to cut from different angl.-s
and piece togcthci
lakes lo make it kxik like one
scene; if the actors (deliver
Iheir lines] ditten-ntlv |in| each
take, then ll isn ! , oiisi-t.nl
The dinvtors an- not the
only one
iionging
experience through Iheir
involvement in the film; the
actors also have a tough job to
Irjng in front of the
i.inieia proved to be a little
different than the stage that
some of the actors were used
to. "We have to work harder
in front of the camera and
have the right kind oi ermn
to make sun1 the ■udjenoe will
get the comedy of the ■* i ipt.
junior Anwar Pollydore said
Senior Connor Fux, a
east member, also noted the
difference between his
experiences on the stage
and the work he has done in
front ol the camera 'When
you do a play each night.
it's different. Moments lor
some nights are good and
nlhcrs not so good," Fux
said "With film, all vou
have to do is get the
moment light one lin
it will always be right."

BAND: Slightly makes new name for itself
Band formerly known as Evergreen Terrace makes comeback
BAWKfwm page 13
part of its appeal lies in the way
Gardner's bass sneaks in surely and
steadily and finds a perfect groove.
Malik's lyrics probe gently questions of
luck, fate and the future: "I wonder
who I have to thank for / Maybe this is
all because of fate."
One song on the album, "Promise"
tenures guest musician Mike Wu, a
senior, lending a finely tuned classical

violin to the mix, resulting in a moving ballad about absolution.
If there is a song to further solidify
Slightly Something's place on the map,
it is "Glory," featuring some truly wonderful woodwind work from Parrell.
Here he plays much like a voting
l-eroi Moore, who is best known tor his
saxophone in the Dave Matthews
Band, his instrument singing jazz during the chorus, and then softly underlining Malik's vocals. This track, per-
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fectly in tune and imprcssivelv sung, is
the real treasure of the compact disc.
It is debatable whether or not the
band's new name arrives as a drastic
understatement - certainly there is nothing slight about musicianship of this caliber But, title Hide, this happens to be a
CD that shouldn't be missed.
Slightly Something's new CD is available on the band's official Web site,
wwa.slighllirvmelhmg.cim, and also can
be purchased at the band's li\ e show s

THEATRE REVIEW-

Dark 'Skriker':
not child's play
Tale features malicious fairies
HANDLON
contributing writer

BY KATII

Fvil took center stage
Tuesday with the opening night
perfbrmaive of "The Skriker
The play presents betrayal,
malicious fairies and eternal
damnation
the elements nec-

eaaan far an «ntWairj tale
"The Skriker" is the talent a
sinister, shape-shifting lain
aptly called The Skriker. played
by junior Sara Tomko, who takes
pleasun1 in harassing its human
prcv Ihe Skriker eurvtvea on a
MeMh dut iif mental and physical abuse inflicted upon is \ ii
tims; it is hundnils of vcars old
and has an assemblage of
, iMims ID do lb bidding.
The latest victims of The
Skriker an" sister- I ik ilns.hman
Megan Tusingl and josie (senior
I eigh Diveris) josie quicklv is
driven mad bv The Skriker, but
wishes the tairv s evil be inflicted upon her v0UItg)Bf sister
lxsau.se she no longer can bear
it Fnim this point on, l.ilv must
endure The Skriker's wicked
trickery. The Skriker changes
appcarainiN in order to dupe
Lily and gain her trust, as well as
mon' precious belongings.
Tomko gives .in ama/ing performance as the load nile in the
play. The Skriker is a multifacefed, intense role that mquires a
highly skilled actor. Tomko said
the role of The Skriker w as a little
difficult to get into, and said that
sk' "had lo get into the movements and the lines" in order to
capture the essence of the character. Director Ariella Bowden. a
senior, was very pleased with
Tomko's performance. "No one
but [Tomko| could have played

Ha role. Bowden said
Bowden said when she
decided to direct a play, "The

Skriker," written by Caryl
Churchill, was her first choice.
She chose to do this particular
Churchill play because "it is not
done as often as a lot of (her]
others." she said "The Skriker'
i- conducive to the space of
(Theatre II], and could be done
without compromising."
Ihe -"H and costumes were
essential in creating the mood of
tlie dramatic piece. Newspapers
covon"d in purpk' paint were hung
anxind the nxim. which gave the
audience Ihe hvling that they- were
participants in the play. Bowden
said the newspapers symbolized
the world of adult literature,
which includes non-fiction and
factual publications, such as newspaper. Iliiswasoxitrastedbythe
illustrations on the stage floor,
which weir verses from children's
literature, representing a child's
n-alitv, which is more whimsical
and imaginative than an adult's
nvilm Thniugh the artistry of the
set, these two worlds collide to create tlie surreal realm inhabited by
both fairy and humankind alike.
Choreography was essential
lo Ihe rmxxl of "The Skriker."
All the characters performed in
constant movement. This was
most obvious in the character of
the passerby (freshman Brvnn
IX.rseyl, who danced throughout the entire performance,
iiwi ing to different areas of the
nxim in each s. |
"The set and the costumes set
the mood and tone of the play,"
sophomore Jennie Reed said.
[ rprnkoj was a little intimidating as The Skriker. I was very
impressed by her perforinaiHc
"The Skriker" will run at
Theatre II until Feb. 21 with
shows starting at 8 p.m. and an
encore performance at midnight
1 riday. Tickets are $3 and can be
purchased at the door.

Buckfast Superbee rescues pop-punk
San Diego band puts new buzz infusion of genres with lyrical material
BY AMIKKW COPLON

cd ReviEw

i imirwuting writer
Named after a bionic honeybee discovered half a century ago in Buckfast, England,
this bug s namesake will be
more than a mere pest to
today's music scene. Put away
the fly swatter and prepan' for
a musical joumey thanks to
Buckfast Superbee.
Buckfast Superboe's selftitled third release deserves to
be heard. This hardworking
quartet straight out of San
Diego, Calif, brings a new life
to the world of pop-punk.
The band's performance
style is part of a new wave of
punk-influenced music that has
vet lo be given an appnipriate
title Unlike the majority of
pop-punk, Buckfast Superbee
ventures beyond teenage relationships and the common dislike or work and school and
onto succeeding in life and
social emergencies.
As every successful album
attempts, the opening tracks
must hook the listener. "Faker,"
Hcirthnak Story" and "The
Wednesday Idea" combine
..itchy guitar nfts with nonstop

NOteWorTfiY
vocals to attach the listener to
the melodies.
I >pcn Hnded," the fifth
song, is a change in pace from
Ihe dm 111); melodies of the
preceding tracks. Morco\ ,i u
allows (he guitarists to shine
and gives the listener I
moment to sit back in amazement at what he or she has
just heard WhileII lyrically is
variating, the slow pace and
smooth harmonies of the
song place it among the
album's best.
From "AM Argument'
early in the album. Open
Ended" is a great middle-ofthe-album song. This song is
Ihe band's musical tribute to
Murphy's Law. The lead singer
and guitansl, who only is
relerrod to as "T.|„" pnxlaims,

"It always siaris oil right then
everything goes wrong
T.J.'s vocals span a wide
range. At times, his voice resembkv thai oi ( hns VtcCaughan.
the smooth lead voice of the
l.iwrence Time's, .is on "Saturday
Kid," but mon' often of Tim
I'agnotta fnim Sugarcult
Drummer Milos "Mimi"
Jahudka do.-- an ania/ing lob of
keeping the ihythm and pnividing impassive tills |Vn k
Dutt and keiin Strata suppK
the guitar and bass thai make
the band's Una] sound oonalanl
thmughoul the album
Even the closing tracks on
tin- -,•!( titled release remain
highly energetic. Track nine,
"I •sable Kelati,mship." not ont)
has a distinctive title, but also
discusses, how lo respolvc a mla-

tionship The lyrics trace the
Steps to ' Mart a chain reaction oi
deconstniction ego adduction."
w hile attempting to salvage >
One* lining n-lalionsllip.
"Song lor Anthony," the
second-to-last track, follows a
young man's struggle to n'.ich
personal satisfaction. The
lyrics follow a lill-m-ilie-blank
pattern, giving the listener the
feel that he or she has heard
die song before. "It's easy to
be famous, vou just set yourself on fire." Like the lyrics
announce, Buckfast Superbee
has chosen a more challenging
path to achieve recognition.
Named "Best New Artist" at
tlie 1998 San Diego MUM,
Swards, Budkfasl Superbee has
shared Ihe stage with bands
such as Lnvvnften law. Mon'
nvcntlv, the gnnip was nominated for IV-.I Hind in Ihe same
competition in 2003.
As "Open Ended" said, "All
slid, baton long, you'll forget
the words to this song." While a
given listener may not remember the words to every track.
Buckfast Superbee is unforgettable. No need to call the oxter
minator tor this one — Buckfast
Siipcrrxv is worth a listen
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Writers not yet ready for red carpet roll out Auction:
The idea of celebrity seems hi
be unbecoming of authors. I
think of the word "celebrity"
and I think of sleek and seamless
supermen and women followed
around by photographers the
way remoras follow sharks
along the floors of TS. Eliot's
"Silent Seas." I think of actors
and singers, but never those
responsible for putting words in
their mouths — the flock of
playwrights and songwriters
that go by almost unnoticed.
It's hand to create a visual
image of a writer being hounded by the press. Even the King
Kongs of popular literature
seem lucky enough to avoid
the photographic scrutiny of
paparazzi and public alike.
You never see photos of
authors posing in complex
cliques as they make their way
to a book signing
at
Waldenbooks, stopping every
10 steps and executing a curt
360-degree turn for the fans and
photographers lining the red

carpet. Such pomp and spectacle is a right seemingly reserved
for movie premieres and opening-night performances.
For most writers, the only
photographing evidence of
their existence is on the back
flap of a dust jacket.
Then again, is this necessarily a bad thing? 1 don't profess to
know many writers, but from
what I hear and know about
them and their craft, it seems to
mi1 that they would make poor
celebrities to begin with.
Imagine with me for a moment

(I promise you'll return safe
and sound in a few minutes) an
awards show for authors.
Remember that we're not
talking about quiet galas like
the National Book Award or
Pen/Faulkner Award ceremonies. Those ceremonies have
the popular resonance of a
drop of water in a vast ocean
and only can be seen on BookTV during early-morning channel surfs. I'm talking an Oscaror Golden Globe-caliber ceremony, complete with vapid
pre-show interviews, honorary

awards and tributes and a total
telecast running time of pist
under five hours. Heck, we
even could bring Joan Rivers or
Dick Clark out of cryogenic
hibernation for this one.
Just try and comprehend
all your favorite living
authors wandering along the
red carpet like a heard of cattle making their last mile
before the slaughterhouse.
Imagine them resplendent in
top-of-the-line dresses and
tuxedos. What would they
say? Who would mingle with
whom? Of course, if Harper
Lee or J.D. Salinger were up
for awards, their empty seats
would be filled with cardboard place cards. How many
reclusive writers would be
invited, knowing that they
avoid publicity as if it were a
nasty case or Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome?
For that matter, how many
award categories can one have tor
a book? Best Novel, OK. Best

R_

Guys up
for grabs

AUCTION, fnm page M

dents, and the least I could do is
participate [in theauctkm]." He
said that he hopes to take his
J.itr. nit somewhere special.
The two highest bids were
a tie at $115 for sophomore
Casey Templeton and Mnioi
Tim Howley. They each got a
gift certificate to the Joshua
Wilton House for reormng
the highest bid and to take
the winner to dinner with.
"I'm embarrassed because
I never would have thought
that I would have gone tor that
much (money]," Howley said.
A group of Howley's tellow
female classmates purchased
him and told him that they
have some ideas for the date.
For more information on
Safe
Rides, check
out
or^s. jmu.edu/saferides.

RT Computer Systems

i

Yo*r nd W*

Non-Fiction,
sure.
Best
Character? Best Villain? Doubtful
If you've gotten lost in this
fantasy (or if your index finger is
itching to turn to the sport* M
tion), let me draw you back by
saying that, in short, any kind of
major award show for authors
would be nothing short of disastrous. Aside from quiet, polite
ceremonies denied by major
broadcasts, 1 don't think writers
are cut out for the same massive,
bubbling events .is actors
Writing is ,i faceless (.mil
some would say thankless) art—
it's about the words, not about
how much weight I writer
gained to take on his or her new
novel or how a playwright
changed his or her entire lifestyle
to understand better the characters he or she is composing.
These notions of celebrity
don't mesh well with the
romantic ideal of "The Writer,"
and, well, they shouldn't.
Authors should leave such
petty fluff to actors.

o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs
Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts

Brw* ffarfjtina

540-442-7335
Hours: Mon-Sat. 9am to 7pm

INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE

In Kroger Shopping Center
Beside Plan 9 Music

SPRAY-ON

TAN

Harrisonburg s Mystic Tan Booth
Press button. Spray-on mutt gets you three shades darker without the use of U\' Rays

,__

(540) 433-1177
Specializing in
Non- Vegetarian/
Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

91 N. Main St.
Harrlaotiburj. VA

h J

Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m. ■ 0:30 p.m.

Harrisonburg & Bridge-water locations
200 Min $27 ~ Month $37
SundaslilA/olff Tantitng Systems
TRYH'BURG'S HIGH PRESSURE BED

1 session equals 7-8 sessions in regular tanning beds
190 E won. si

Near Klines Ice Cream
432-4076

\

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, HI, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD Jason K Gentry, MD
Maribeth P. Loynes, MD Sherry L. Mongold, FNP
Art pleated to announce

Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Has joined their practice ofObetetrice and Gynecology
2291 Evelyn ByrdAve.
Harrisonburg, VA

(540) 434-3831
(800) 545-3348

Accepting New Patients

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Join us for Late-Night Cosmic Bowling
Friday, February 20th
10:00pm - midnight
Valley Lanes Harrisonburg, Cost: $10
Call the church if you need a ride - we'll get your there and back!
Sunday School - Sundays at 9:45 am
Worship Service - Sundays at 11:00 am
Wednesday Dinner & Bible Study at 5:30 pm
501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north of campus
—- www.harrisonburgbaptist.com • Transportation jvaiLblc • 411-2456

Hair Corral
on 42 South o short distance tiom Supei Wal-Mart; Dayton, VA 540-879-2557

Get Ready for Spring Break!
NO Waiting in
$6.00 Barber Cuts
Barber Shop
Clipper Cuts
$9.00 Salon Cuts
Walle-ini W«kom«

\ |

| |

J

/ /

tV

farming Beds Y«or-Round

525.00 200 minutes
i 12.50 100 minutes
S3.00 per session

N€YUS

Complete Line of
Hair Products
Cosmetics

REDKI N
Ihllll

12 Barbers on Stall

UilV

'^ Hairstylists on Stall

BSD
fiSAD

NAIL SALON

Sculptured Nails
Manicures & Pedicures
3 Noil Techs
Wcixmq

JVisitS2i99

Simmons Cut & Tan

3 SESSIONS / BASE TAN $60
MC/Visa accepted

Walk-ins Welcome

wo N«» m.m »

Bndgewater. Va /&*

828-2336
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http://upb.jmu.edu

568-6217

MICHAEL

ZIGGY

MARLEY

FRANTI &

with opener Beth Hart

in concert

2/23 Wilson
8pm Hall

NIIW ALBUMS OUT NOWI
Ztggy Martoy's Dragonfly and
Everyone DeeerveB Muetc
by Mlchaal Franti & Spaarhaad

MA >

...

Tickets on sale at the Warren Box Office
$9 with JAC Card $13 general admission
(limit 2) and after 2-ticket limit

Chance to win a snowboard with every ticket
purchase, courtesy of

contact Taylor Kennedy at kennedtl umu.edu lor more into.

**
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"We really don"t change what we
do based off of what team we are
going against."

Athletes out of control

Columnist Dan I.e Balard
explores the recent trend of
college athletes antics and
their larger-than-life attitudes.
S« story below
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SPORTS

STEVE BROGUE

senior co-caplin

ON THE SIDELINES

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Collectibles
lacking for
JMU teams

Freshmen setting new standards

Some may call me .1 pack rat,
but I love collecting sports memorabilia. I Imagine that I'm not the
only one either.
lor years, I collected thousands and thousands of baseball
and basketball cards and other
random merchandise I've kept
every ticket stub ot even college
and pro game or event I've been
to. Somehow, 1 managed to MVC
them from the wrath ol a mom
who forced me to clean my room
Once 1 got to
college and got
into the journalism held, I began
collecting press
passes of event! I

covered. 1 have
everything from
the Colonial
Athletic

Association
Tournaments to
Yankee Stadium.

DREW
WILSON

And just last
summer, I added bobWehead dolls
to the list of random stud I hoard.
1 wouldn't trade any ot those
things for all the monev in — as worthless as some ot it is, it .ill
means something to me.
Now that I'm a few months
from graduating, 1 look at ill
. the JMU sports memorabilia 1
I have collected, and it saddens
me — not because I'm graduat[ ing. but because 1 don'l have
that much JMU stuff,
I'm not tiffining to the T-shirts
! \ou cm buy I dime ,1 do/en in the
I JMl Hookstore. I'm talking about
■ports memorabilia.

... I'm a few months from
graduating, I look at all the
JMU sports memorhilia I
have collected, and it
saddens me... because I
dontlmve that much...

Team achievements are
still main concern for
struggling young Dukes
BY DKK.W WILSON

senior writer
What's more important individual records or winning?
If one was to ask any of the
women's basketball players
which is move Important, ail 10
would say the latter.
When
freshman
guard
Andrea Benvenuto was asked
about her chance to break the
freshman assist average record
heldln less I ichowk'/.('03),she
just shrugged it ol!
I haven't really thought
much about it," Benvenuto said.
"I'm really just concerned about
us winning games "
However, it's hard to overlook several milestones some ot
the freshmen could break — if
they haven't already.
Freshman forward Lesley
Dickinson already conquered
the freshman season scuring
record last Sunday With five
regular season games to play,
Dickinson has accumulated 181
points, which surpassed the 372
points Sue Manelski ('85) scored
her freshman season.
"I really wasn't aware that
I was that close until a couple
of weeks ago," Dickinson said
"But, when I found out alter
the game, I was happy. It's a
big accomplishment to me to
break any record."
Coach Kenny Brooks said
that mark is something
Dickinson has worked very
hard to earn.
"She deserves it," he said.
"She's played well, and to be
able to break it with six games to
AM> WOT KS<)\ mtorpkotopvpher go is a great accomplishment.
Her total this season
Freshman guard Andraa Benvanuto drives past a defender toward the basket.

already is the 22nd highest
total in [Ml history, and her
. urrent pace could move her
into seventh all-time.
Dickinson, who is the
l olonial Athletic Association
R(x»kie of the Week for the fourth
time this season, only needs one
more double-di^it scoring effort
to break another one of
Manelski ■ records The two are
tied for most games in doublehgure scoring with 22 each.
Freshman Meredith Alexis
also has crushed another JMU
freshman record. Her 235
rebounds this' season eclipses
the 203 rebounds Gayle
Freshwater
(75)
grabbed.
MtaJt' mark already is eighth
on the school's all-time list, and
she is on pace to have the BBC*
ond-highest season total behind
the record 316 rebounds by
Kathenne lohnson ('78) during

me 1974>75 season.
In addition, Alexis owns the
freshman record loi doubledoubles with eight and the
irishman record for rebounds in
a game with 18.
"What Meredith has done is
remarkable," Brooks said.
"She's a hard worker, and I
think the sky is the limit for her
because she has just begun to
tap all of her resources
'Going into the season, I
had no idea what to expect from
her,' Brooks added. "We knew
we were g*-*tting a good play
but I had no idea she would be
this good, this quick."
Alevis said she dldn :
have breaking records on her
mind, as well.

s.r DUKES, page IS

-WRESTLING-

Cvitan, Dukes ready to grapple with Monarchs
I've managed tocolkvt on ahsreoi
foam fingers, foam paws, loam dog
bones to wear on your head, pom
poms and too many purple and mid
beads from free prorrtooona at lour
years' worth of basketball games I've
collected the magnet schedules and
posters throughout the year m well
All those things are easy to find.
I realized that authentic JMU
sports memorabilia is ridiculously
hard to come by.
I've gotten a few lucks breaks
here and there. I ast summer, 1 man
aged to snag two basketball practice
jerseys on eBay. Then, last September;
while shix>ting photos on the sidelines at the JMU/ Virginia Rxhgame,
1 came across an Atlantic lit

see GEAR, page 18

BY JBNN CHAPMAN

«"iiriihiiiini; writer
ihe 200VM Reason has

troubling one for tl»e
Dukes as (hst struggle with
Inexperience and 1 lack oi
funding Yet, the team unitinnipete against national ranked opponents with
the hopes of working tor the
future ot it- program.
The team nolos its last home
matth today in Sinclair Gym
against conference opponent
i id 1 kocninion 1 nrveistty. The
Ihik.^ am lOrli m tlie Colonial
Athletic Association with an
overall record ot 2-15and 1-8 in
the conference. (MMJ, which

ranks seventh in the conference
with a record of -1-12, was
defatted this weekend by both
the University ol North
Carottns-Giesmboio and the
University of Maryland.
We really don't change
what we do based off of what
team we are going against,"
BenkrccKBptam Sieve Broglie
said. "We don't focus on them;
we |ust go by our last match
and correct any mistakes, so
th.it we can be more prepared
tor the next match '
The team will, however,
have to walch ODU's Adam
Wright, who weighs in at 184
pounds. Wright was named
CAA Co-Wrestler of the Week

44
I have about too to
three more matches
against ranked
opponents...
- Chris Cvitan

red-shirt sophomore

-91
Feb. 10 .mil i urrentlv is linked
third in the conference with .1
MOld "I H In (talk He was
tile sole vii tor tor his team in
the last meet against
Maryland and UNC-G.

However, the Dukes have
bund strength 111 their heavyweight class. Red-shirt sophomore Chris Cvitan consistent
ly has recorded pins in his
previous matches, and is
showing great iniprov enient
"I have about two 10 thnv
more matches against ranked
opponents, but I have conti
donee to do well against them,
l \ it.in said. "I hope to win the
next couple of match* ■
Assistant
coach Chris
Pirch said, "If they compete to
their potential, the guys could
nMlly surprise some teams
and have some great upsetwithin the conference "
Onlv two seniors are on

scholarship, and this marks
the last vcar in which any
wrestling athlete holds a
scholarship. The funding for
the pmgram was cut after the
2000 season in which the team
had won conferences that
\e.ir .is well as in 1999.
HIH will ly tile last lOtltcrnu e opponent to fa, e before the
team will take 011 the I nnersiK
ot Vugini.i. Cornell I ni\ersit\
and Ihe Citadel at LA.i Ml
lek a. Both Cornell and
Citadel are rankiil nationally
"This will lx' our biggest
challenge by far These three
teams an' all very good and
will make for quite the matih
es liroglicsaid

COLLEGE ATHLETICS

College athletics' problems on public display
BY DAN LI B-VIARD

Knight Riddir Tribum
Here's a partial list of Whal
happened recently In sports
amateurism while An
clucked about a ' scandalous!)
expoWd* nipple.
The University ot t Olomdo
began Investigating whether
football recruits were provided alcohol and prostitutes
A Unlversit) ol North
Carolina basketball mcruM wai
released on $40,000 bond alter
allegedly selling copious
amounts of drugs
The president at St, John's
University discussed disband
ing a run-amok basketball
program thai had just had .1
bunch ot players involved in
ind.il
The Unlversit) ol Miami's
best football reeruit was anest
ed fur the 11m time
Then, ot cou
the garden-varietv hat lights
rape accusationIssues, domes! u
disputes

booster pa) moots, lutpenRons and other abuses that
don't feel quite righl near the
campus llbrar)
All Bus stun didn't happen
in the p.Kt year or pasi month. 11

happened In the past week,
while we wen- leading 1
v. ith (.met lackson s mal
turn -honing wardrobe.
Speaking oi boobs, the
\i AA announced rnursda?1l
was farming 1 task force to look
into the tawdr) recruiting pmc; ii.it should solve 1
thing -Mask tone! When H

veins, who's bringing the boon
and strippers?
•Wv lou-to talk about the purl
rj and tradition ol college sporty
.ilxKit Duke I ni\orNi!\ 'shopping
basketball
crowd
a no1
[but hdown leans an.) thi .ham,
ot tin' abna maacr'a tight song,
hul sham.it. tuisin gels pxpossd
.is nothing mare men the big
DUBrneSS Ot minor-league spoils
with ever) bi
arrest
porno on » SI fohn 1 play
ei'seel] phone

We love to talk about the
purity and tradition of
college sports... but
sliamateurism gets
exposed ...withevery
incident, every arrest...
I>iil vou hear the details of
this charming scandal* A bunch
of St. lohns plavers BO ID I strip
dub alter a game and leave with
ir old woman who
1 !i Oral) agrees to have sex
with them lor money. They
don't pay. She claims rape
\'one of the players are
amNti'd hecause one of them
taped the encounter on his cell
phone That's the kind of discipline and attention to fundamentals you want CrOOl lour
squad if coach has said it once,

he has said it a thousand tinii-s:
When having an orgy with a
pmstitute you don't intend to
pay, make sun' to have your cell
phone at the re.uh
After the nionled incident
was shown to police, the
woman was charged with tiling
a false report. She then
explained to the New York
tabloids that she wasn't a pro-.li
tute, but a married flight attendant. Would have been fun to
hear her By to explain all this to
her husband He must have
been toothed when he IH.U.I
that, yes lus w ite had sex with a
bunch ot basketball plavers but
at least it wasn't for money —
making her Unfaithful and I ba.l
busincssvi onian. perhaps, but at
least not greedy.
Sorry for all Ihe naughty
talk, but that's when' we are
today in college sports .is Kiev
University and the 1 nnersiti o|
Houston and C olorado look
into whether their recruits uciv

sre SCM. page IS

mi Kiviki S/7VMiamiHtt
The University of Miami (kicking the lull above) during the
Oragne Bowl on Jan. 1 against Florida State University, has had
Ms name In the newt lately due to the Hurricanes top recruit who
recently was arrested for the 11th time. Other schools such ae
the University of Colorado and the University of North Carolina
have made headlines Involving their recruits.
I
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NCAA: In GEAR: Official game DUKES: Brooks still emphasizing
need of plan jerseys, liscensed
team success as squad's main priority
products unavailable
-66NCAA, from page V
wooed with strippers. That newly
formed NCAA task force is
entrusted with finding out if
Johnny Recruit is handing over
his next four years of education to
Miami instead of the University
of Nebraska because South
Fkirida has better exotic dancers.
The recruiting process is a
petri dish for scandal; you lure
young — and often poor — kids
with private planes, lobster dinners, big parties, nightlife, liquor
and cute student hostesses, and
are surprised when he acts entitled or gets into trouble? Give
kids enough head-swelling free
stuff, and pretty soon you have
those rape accusations in
Colorado where players turn
lobster and women into part of
the same take-as-much-as-youwant buffet.
But, nevermind all that
Let's just close our eyes and
sing the fight song again.

GEAR, from page 17
our football team was competConference patch that fell ing for the national title, that
off a jersey.
would warrant more jerseys
But. that's about it — three and merchandise. But, there
things that I would consider has to be some desire out there.
real JMU sports memorabilia.
I know a great deal of alumni
Why is H so hard? JMU is or Duke Club members who
not that small of a school.
would pay for such merchanI look at other school's dise. I even think there arc a
bookstores, and they are filled good number of students who
with authentic game jerseys for • would do the same
tootball and basketball. Why
The JMU Bookstore said it
can't our bookstore be the same is kx>king into stocking authenway? The last time I saw any tic football jerseys this fall. I
form of a jersey in our book- only can hope that is the case.
store was during my freshman Ill gladly fork out $50 or so for
year. The)' had these hideous one of those.
Erple knockoffs of a jersey. At
Until men, I only can hope
st that was something. Since I continue to get lucky finding
then, there has been nothing.
random memorabilia as I go.
I can understand the JMU
Drew Wilson is a senior
Bookstore being cautious, con- SMAD major who would hoc to
sidering sales probably coin- add to hts collection. He also
cide with a team's success. If accepts all donated memorbilia.

DUKES, from page V
"I just wanted to OOOM in
and play," she said. "My main
focus was helping to improw
the team, and it doesn't matter
if I break any records as long
as we win."
As for Benvenuto, she
leads the CAA with 100
assists — which gives her the
third highest freshman total
in JMU history — in addition
to being on pace to top
Cichowicz assist average of
4.5 assists per game.
While Brooks said that mark is
great, he is more impressed with
her 1.45 assist/turnover ratio,
which is second in the conference.
"1 just try to do my best to
get other people involved in the
game," Benvenuto said. "I enjoy
making a good pass and watching other people finish."
While the three freshmen are
more focused on the team
record rather than their own.

OUR ENJJ OF SEASON SALE IS
ALREADY MERE ! EVERYTHING
IN TKE STORE IS 30% TO 100% OFF

— Lesley Dickinson
freshman forwanl/euan]

-99
they understand the .uhicwments they have set or amid set,
according to assistant coach
Nadine Morgan, who played for
JMU from 1999-'03.
"I think they understand the
magnitude, but they will not
fully understand until the season is over," she said.
Morgan said her career mileBkmi wnlt in more after her
career was over because wlu-n

gf

WRESTLING vs. OLD DOMINION
Thursday, February 19 • 7 PM
Godwin Hal
BASEBALL vs. BUCKNELL (DH)
Saturday, February 21 • 12 PM
Loaf MMhaa* Stadhaa

ITS OUR FAMOUS
DBAV Y0UK UISCOTJ
SALE!
REACH YOUR HAH.
THE JAR AH.D PUL]
30* TO 100* OFF
-EVERYTa
JACKETS.

... the team goals are
most important — like
winning and getting to
the tournament.

she still was playing, she didn't
have time to reflect on them.
Dickinson said she is sure
she'll do the same.
"I think when I graduate and
look back, it will mean m<ne," she
said. "But, now, the team goals
are most important — like winning and getting to the tournament Those arc more important
than individual goals. I think,
later on down the line, 111 look
back and it will mean more."
Brooks said it's remarkable
where the team stands, but they
h.i\i' to translate those into wins.
"I think we'll start to be able
to do that as the season winds
down," he said.
JMU sits in eighth place in
the CAA standings with a 5-8
conference record — 10-14 overall. The Dukes travel to face
rival George Mason University
Friday at 7 p.m. in Fairfax. JMU
won 64-53 when the two met at
the Convocation Center Jan. 15.

I BASEBALL

Two for One Dtij
Two tickets for the price of On* (Sen. M Onhj)
Two Hot Dogi for the price of One.
I

SEASON
TICKETS
Now ON
SALE!

BASEBALL vs. BUCKNELL
Sunday, February 22 a 1 PM
Lone FiofcHUuefc Stadaan
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL vs. WILLIAM & MARY
Sunday, February 22 a 2 PM

10ARDS.
DS. 3O-I00* OFF-

Convocation Cantor
first 200 Fins receive Free Jersey Hugger

MEN'S GYMNASTICS vs. WILLIAM & MARY
Sunday, February 22 a 3 PM
Godwin Hal

SKI a SKATE!

For scores, schedules, highlights and more, go to...

FROM THE PRODUCERS OF
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ROAD TRIP AND
OLD SCHOOL
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COMING SOON TO THEATRES EVERYWHERE
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR
2 »M"i AvsUsble - Fof March
move^n at SunChase. $318 00 pet
month of 1320.00 wtth a private
bathroom. Contact UM. 442-4800.
1 tt—m AvsslesMo Now through
8 12 04 st SunChssr for just
$308.00. Contsct Lisa. 442-4800.
V.Mftt FrWty HMHI • Nice.
qu:«l arts*. W Water, three
bedroom*, parking, yard, VV/D.
•mokin and pats welcome June 1.
'i- k**f* call 8799947

Advertise in
The Breeze
Classified Ads!
$3.00 for the first in words
$2.00 for each add) lOwonb
Block ads are SI(l inch

Now accepting
credit cards!

><HI

know thut your

Place your ad today!

parents can net a
subscription to

5 68-6127

The Brvev?

Spacious and Quiet 2-gR
Apartments $276 per person in
6 unit atudant building. Fully
equipped with 1/5 bath. W/D, A/C,
0/W. and large living and dining
rooms. Cat or dog allowed. Visit
"ww.casiieproperO'.com

$40 for third class mail
or $80 for tint class mail.
yog can receive a full year of
The Hreeze!
Call today lo start your
subscription!
Call 568-6127 today!

eae • Lease August,
newly renovated. Hunter's Ridge.
(210.00/twd. Managed by owners
C*i ArtW. 04O678O74S
OraaaaMaet Woo* - Mstsanutten,
5/07 ■ 5/14. Summit/Gold Grown. 2
BR. tlaaps 6. Full fcrtchen. deck.
Ueptaee. Jacw/i tub. $1500 Call
6788407444.
Mo.
nWisanad I
bedroom with study room or 2nd
bedroom. $386 par month plus $35
per person for utilities Storage,
oercisa equipment, wireless
internet. 12 month lease. Call
5/40101.
2 ■ea-rsem Heese W/0. a/c.
waaang distance. $600 Lease starts
"1/04 Can 2820464

Mseeenatten
2 bedroom 1
bath, non smoker Pat Okay with
deposit Water/sewer paid.
$600.00 per month. Available
May l.CMI home • 540-7108194
or cell 540-2203397
House for Rent 4 Bedroom. 2
bath. Irving room, dining room. fu«
kitchen, fenced back yard, storage
basement with washer and dryer. 2
L-ocfc wealing distance to campus.
Meoon Street entrance at 85 East
Gratton Street. Call 810-8290

Visa or Master Card
Did

Beat the Rental Res* 3 Bedroom
townhouse svailabM August 2004 m
natter school eras, «*et and sale
neighborhood, garage large deck,
phone and cable outlets in each
room, partially furnished. $285 per
person. For more details or an
aopotntment. call 18008422227.
or ante* »oyo*v«o#sne*ite( net

free into pack please call
1800-5856873 Please leave 10 a
81910.

Far Rent • 2 bad/2 bath oondo <n
new building. Fully furnished
Huntor'a Ridge. $375 par bad.
Available 8/1/04. Managed by
owner. Can Kan. 640298-2074

Looking" For Mere Money, Time.
Fee?- Jom Jafra. Work anytime.
50% commission. 100* profit.
Meet successful, fun peopiel

4 tearoom. 2 Bathroom Houte
South Meson St.. 4 blocks from
campus, available June 1,
appliances. Caa 4343790

for work. Cell 8332311
satiable.

Large 1 Bedroom ApartmentGood location, available a.s.a.p.,
ctosa $360 Call 433-1569
Large 3 BeaVoowi Cento - anssM
deck. $220 each, August, call
4332221
Large Towawees* • 3 bedrooms,
2 1/2 bathe, large deck, basement.
short walk to campus $250 each.
I tn August. Call 433-2221

Summer Job
MRA is seeking 57 men and
women tor full time summer

M gesso, aw Hoaaa large rooms. 1
He from campua. 2 baths. 1
< Mchen. some utilities paid, lease
starts 7/1/04. Can 8280464.

Main Street, Lease August,
$196 00 CsU 6408780610
Hoesee AvsilsMe far Rent
year, all close to JMU
4332126

rSM
Call

(whichever comes first)!

CeO Se8-«127 for snore
Inlorsaatloa!
- For 2004 Summer in
North Myrtle Beach. No experience
Apply st www naea'i'egua'ds com
ACAC
Is seeking committed Summer
Camp counselors 'or June 7 August 27. Counselors csn earn
from $6 50 $9.00 par hour,
depending on experience n you
are creative, e*cltlng.
and
energized, than ACAC has an
opportunity for you. Full-time with
benefits' For more information
please can Adam at 817-1747.

Em mow infonssbou and ■aumnr

This offer Is good now through
April 29 ana only applies to
admtWng in thr "res Sale"
section Ads must br 20 words
or leas Offer applies to individual
items only Retail stores and
businesses do not qualify lot this
special offer All ads are subject
to Breese approval
DON*T MEB

must Da motivated, enthusissoc,
serf managed, and have a good

Premier gnterprlaes
A pool
company in Northern Virginia Is
looking
for
supervisors,
managers, and lifeguards. Visit
www.prem>er411 com Apply on-

Cell I- f.~. eiUew*i
Uk „'5l»-3li-4SJI

Call 566-6127 for more
information.
gkl/Qolf Recreational Package
Plus more at Maasanutten. $600
Good through September 2004
2404201874.

1 800 648-4849
wvnw.ststravcl.com

1988 BSSTW B28a $2400 Stiver
paint, new tires
radio/cd.
speakers, battery, Good condition
needs from seat covers. 198 K
mass. Csk 4330242.

Local ■ fun serwee agency. c>ose
to jatu campus Professional
Caring 26 years <n the business

ItM hsssaa OMa DX - Automatic,
air, 84.000 miles. $6,000. Call
2897974

1647 Port Republic Roed

SPRING BREAK 04

Cnaee - FKe deyss from !1279 Party
with Real World Pans celebrities
at exclusive cast parties Great
beaches and nightlife. Includes
meals, port/hotel taies. Call

Earmen and Assoclatee Travel

rterdnf Sir in' easjairciof ftran»in|
Baaaasi casoBssssstconssa thr Benrr

At a summer camp located In
Wakelleld. vs. Employment runs
Memorial Day
km August Current
Lifeguard and Professional Rescuer
CPR certifications required. For
Information, contact me Airfield 444
Center at 7678904901.

Lunch ai. Hiring for all shifts
rrearsnan. sophomores and juniors
pretarrsd.

Cmiiasst Cavsssw - 98.000 mnes.
new tree, good condition. Must sal
by June! 12.000 or best offer CaN
Lauren at 57*2338.
Ulldag Par Mere Floor Space?
Try a Timbernest bad loft tor $175
Contact Seundre Barrett at 612
6817 or barrafsAfJIrno eoV

www.Ceaes4U.fi

aaa=ffi.

ovr ON TMD GREAT
DEAL)

2-ee gamsonlte Luggage Bet
1 large roiling check-thru and
matching carry-on duffle. $60 00
Great for spring break1 Can

(840) 442-1111

1800878*386

i»as&f.
Hsrrlsonburg's Seerce for Or!
Campus Housing • Sublets,
roommates, and furniture
www JiarT)sc«r^ao**»npu3.com
Fraternities ■ Sororities
Club* -Student Groups
Earn $1,000 $2,000 this
semester with a proven
CampusFundraser 3 hour
rundrarslng event Our free
programs make fundraising
easy with no risks. Fund-raising
dates are flltong Quickly, so get
with the program! It works
Contact CampusFundraiser at
11888)923-3238, or visit
wvmcampusfunvjrerser.com

www SpnngOreafcTVivg/ corn.

[M«$100P£R"ROOV
iflaaaaa
1

0*?,

lours, and Rook climbing advarv
tures. MRA is located across from
MassanuBan Resort. Employees

«Rnsva>*

6/1/04. $450. some trinities pesd.
Con 8280464

writers & photographers'

vasltn
Hm ai- -v*-*
Apply at
Jess
"—-—-"i "■■■■■
*** *•=■

employment. MflA provides canoe*ig. kayaking, mer tubmg. bus

Sff"

newspaper1 Wo arc looking for

E (Change
Boarding

Earn $10 • $126 lor surveys Earn
$26
250 for focus groups Visit
www.caan4studants com/brmm.

tiiii.'.wm*

semester or until
your Hess tells

Breeze, JMU ■ award-winning

•uuncw Bwrau Inc

driving record.

Nags Head • Student Summer
Rentals, settrtenrtalty.com for
pictures. 1 252 2568328

Oaly $15 loraayour
"For Sal*" ad for the entire

Apply for a position ai The

www. myfemt.com/WLUElLEN.

— —— IM>M>| •»« "" ■">■!■

281 Caeapbetl Street • will be
available from Am l. 2004 to May
31, 2005. Washer/dryer, nee me,
call 4338047.

Want a chance to
work with the coolest
klda on campua?!

w«iWunspla(hiours.(om
1.800.426.7710
•1 gprlng Brsak Vaeatlens
Cancun.
Jamaica.
Acapulco.
Bahamas, and Florida Best parties
beat hotels, best prices Group
discounts, organltera travel free
Space is limited, book now and
aaval Call
1-80O-234-7007
www. £ncseaaSummarrowrs. com
aarssg eVsesY, ■ Free parues. best
hotels (owes* prices' call l S'"

•fling BVee* - Beach and Ski tcps
on sale now. Call 1800Sur*CHASE
today or visit www.sunonase.oom.
aasssg Iras* Psnams City »ltt
7 nights. 6 free parties, free
covers. 5 day spring break
Bahamas Cruise $279. Cancun
Jamaica. Nassau $529. Da,una
$139. Cell 1 800 878 83RF
wwss SpnngoVeek7nsvsV.com
2 R/T Ui«Me Tleheta • Good ;ust
about anywhere. Contribute to the
right against Cancer and they're
yours. www.W*/irhef%yif.cvg.

M X1}

PERSONALS
97% of JMU Students
read The Breeze..
DoYOlhave
sum, Ihinn tit Htiy?
Place an ad in IV firaezr
penHMiali!
S'OOtorlhetiN lOwonl^
lOwodi

S:UOI«C.KII.I,U

i

rino

nkntKMndi

TTva UtttrvKJha Ejcpesrtesrsoe)

I (00 731 6311
Li,

$509

Cm 568«127 of small
tt» braweejmu.edu

BeochLileVacotions.com

Just $15 to run a "For Sale" ad all semester!
DON'T MB

Call 568-6127 for more information!

Interested
in being a

Breeze
I The deadline
_ has been extended until

Feb. 20!
Send in a cover letter, resume,
and five clips to:
Alison Fargo, Editor in Chief,
The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall
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In Need ol I lousinu*?
[KJ0
FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS"

We offer the largest selection
of off campus housing to meet
your specific needs.

"The Taste of the Orient"
Hunters Ridge Condos || Hunters Ridge Townhomes
2,3,4 & 5 Bedrooms Situated in a highly desirable
and convenient location.

1,2,3 & 4 Bedrooms Unique floor plan complete
with two separate living rooms.

4 Bedrooms Enormous 4 bedroom, 4 bath
units are fully furnished.

4 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths, a full
kitchen, washer/dryer and two
living areas.

Lunch and Dinner
Buffet Everyday
We always use the freshest ingredients.
Lunch: Mon- Fri. $5.25
Sat & Sun. $625
Dinner Mon - Thurs. $7.95
Fri. - Sun $8.95
China Jade
Exit 247A

T

□■D

BL 33
E. Market St.
Devon Lane Townhomes |

University Blvd.

OPEN
Sunday-Thursday
11:00 a.m.- 10 pjn.
Friday & Saturday
ll:00ajn.-11p.m.

Gingerbread House

bedrooms Features three full floors of
spacious living space. Includes
3.5 baths and 2 living rooms.

1.2 a 4 Bedrooms Unique opportunity to live In
historic home. Located across
from JMU Quad.

z a 3 Bedrooms Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck. Also
includes pool and tennis courts.

3 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths and is
fully furnished. Unique floor
plan & deck for each bedroom.

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space,
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer.

3 Bedrooms Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen & wet bar. Across
from JMU Quad.

1,243 Bedrooms Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street. Some
utilities included.

3 Bedrooms Furnished townhouses with 2.5
baths. Three floors with full
kitchen and washer/dryer.

J

(540)564-1810
(540)564-1922
For Delivery,
call Dinner to Go
438-9993

1790. #120 E. Market St ♦ Hanisonburg. VA 22801 »(Next to Kroger)

C\6's ?\ZZA
O

h\
JE

oBUFFET o
o^

0o

o

a
16 Kin* of Pizza

HARRISONBURG
2035-91 last Market St.
tkyllnp Vlll.g. Shopping Ctr.

(540) 432-9099
Parta • felad • Dwrert

J"^Tr
i
Village at Forest Hills

sggff
Large 1-Topping

Large Value Pack

One large round pirn
wrth <he«e Mi one -topping.

TIP* larat rwtxt m* tSffixj plra> ph»
m lap* «arllt prtxj or dtirprt Cham
frwa OmaaHMi tr.. Afflt, or Owariatt

ledrooms acious townhomes located In
Iking distance to campus.
D & walkout basement.

It \ SKI I
< ( >MMI l(<

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS*

College Station
4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space with
a fully equlped kitchen and
washer/dryer.

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
info@cbcfunkhouser.com
(540) 434-5150

www.offcampushousing.com
O20QS Cohta-M Bantu* Comwoai Fur*hout>x AMMO** CoMwal Bartf Corwwron) H
■oanaad varMnwfc ol tha CaWwl BarMa* Hw EattM CorporMon Eaoh 0*ca n m-Mpandanay
Ownad and Op—lad An Equal Opportunity Emproyw E-W Howing OpporWfty
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